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Selected As nest All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper For 1947

1, 1948

WEATHER FORECAST
ICENTYCKY: Rather :cloudy
and not as warm with a few
showers and scatterert -thunderstorms central and east
portion today and tonight.
Friday partly cloudy.
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 13, 1948

County Teachers
To Attend Workshop
At Murray College
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YOUR P'ROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

A teachers'
way County teachers has been
scheduled for .May 17-21 at Murray State College. Prentice Lassiter. superintendent
of
county
schools, announced today. Sessions
will be held from 2:00 to 5:00 each
afternoon.
Lecture courses will be given by
members of the State Department
of Education, and Miss Ruby Smith
and Dr. Ed Carter of the department of education at Murray State
CqUege. The program will also include discussion groups.
Every county teacher is expected
to be present for this week's training. said Ma Lassiter.
"This is a part of the program
for the improvement of instruction
in this county." he said, "and
think every teacher is ready to du
all that is possible to facilitate the
needed improvements for a better
Calloway County school system."

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000

Vol. XIX; No. 282

Over 650 Articles
Presented Tcor:frt',..o fray
spital At Shower

a.,

DRAFT PLAN FOR
18-YEAR-OLDS
RUNS INTO SNAG

Many' Visitors Conducted On
SCHOPI, BOARD
Tours Throughout Afternoon
ELECTS COUNTY
SCHOOL TEACHERS
•
CLINIC PLANNED
FOR CRIPPLED
CHILDREN

WASHINGTON, May 13. (UP)The plan to call up 18-year-old
youths for military service ran in•
A total of 659 different articles
to opposition today from the senand $53.00 in cash were presented
ate's top policymaker.
--There are still eieht. vacancies in
to Murray Hospital yesterday afterSen Robert A. Taft, R., 0., chairthe county school system, Prentice
noon at a gift shower held toman of the senate GOP policy
Lassiter. superintendent of county
committee, said he'll vote for a
schools, announced today.
gether with the observance of Nalimited draft of men 19-throughATOMIC GROUND-BREAKING-Atomic energy was arrPlied for the first time
Four new teachers have signed
tional Hospital Day.
to break
25 if it is demonstrated that some
ground for a monument to Christopher Columbus ih the Dominican Republic, symbolizcontracts to teach in Calloway
More than 145 visitors entered
form of selective service _is needed
County schools. Principals of the
ing peace and soliduity of 21 nations of the we,stern hemisphere. The picture shows a
isames in the guest register.
to-Baster the armed forces. But
schools signed their contracts two
tremendous cloud of earth and coral a momcdt after atomic energy equipment
The
semi-annual crippled child- Although most of the hospital well(forehe believes no 18-year-olds should
months
agu.
ren's
clinic will be held at the wishers were from Calloway Couna..
ground) was activated.
be called at this time.
At a meeting of the Board of Ed- Broadway Methodist Church in ty, hostesses noted many visitors
A bill reported to the senate
ucation on Monday the following Paducah. May 19,. Dr. J. A. Out- from neighboring towns.
yesterday
teachers were ...sleeted to teach in land, county health officer, anwould authorize the
Gifts to the hospital included
drafting of meli in the 18-throughCalloway County next year:
nounced today.
sheets, pillow cases, pillows, towels,
25 age 'group. Members of the
Brooks Chapel-Mrs. Lola Jones,
The clinic is conducted by the wash cloths, draperies, a bolt of
senate armed services committee,
Independence-Mrs Myrtle Jones. Kentucky Crippled Children's muslin, electric fans, a bed light
who worked out the measure,
Palestine-Mrs. Lala Watson.
Commission of Louisville. Any and a wheel chair.
hoped most of the 161,000 18-yearShady Hill_Miss Joelette Jef- child under 46 who is
crippled or
Carmon Graham, administrator of
unteerold "trainees" needed would
frey
has a defect will be examined the hospital, said that the members
Funeral services for Pvt. Ordest a
volunteer. If they did, they'd have
Plesaant Hill (col.)-Mrs. Paul- free of charge by the
commission of the staff were very grateful for
to serve only one year instead of H. Erwin, son of Mr and Mrs.
ine Ratliff.
personnel.
these contributions, and • that the
WASHINGTON. May 13. (UP)
Outland-Mrs. Cardelle Waldrop.
the two years required for draftees Emmet Erwin of Pleasant Grove
Old cases will be given a routine linen shortage has now been re-Company-un
ion
community,
negotiations
will
to
be
held
Saturday
Dexter-Mrs.
19 and over.
Elna Hendon. --- checkup. New eases
will receive lieved to a, considerable extent.
heed off a long distance telephone
afternoon, May 15, at 3:00 0.C.
1OCIC
Coldwater-Mrs. Eva Fuqua, Airs,
The draft bill comes up for sena- through examination and will
The -hospital day program and
strike collapsed today. John Moran, Lucile Potts.
at the South Pleasant Grove
ate debate probably next week.
treatment.
•
shower was sponsored by•the mempresident of the CIO telephone
•
Chu rch.
Faxon-Mr. TuItiard Tones, Mel.
The house is/expected to consider
Dr Outland stated that there are bers of 13 women's clubs in Calloworkers union, said there "defi- Mary Smith. Mrs.
The Rev. A. G. Chil era of BenRuby Roberts. about 19 cases in Calloway Coun- way
its own version of draft revival
County, under the general
nitely will be a strike" unless the Mrs. Mildred Lassiter
ton
and
•
the
Ce
Rev.
the following week.
age of
ty who ore on the treatment list. chairmanship
uf
Miss
Mayrell
government intervenes.
Hazel
will
officiate
Almo-William
ilitary
Mildred
Parsons, Somerville,
Miller, Milton Anyone desiring
transportation - Johnson, chairman of the Murray
0th er congressional developMoran. president of the Ameriservice
will
be conducted at the
Walston. John
Tenn., has been elected president ments:
Cavat, Harold may call the county health office, Womans Club.
can union of telephone workers
by members of the
Young, D. J. Miller, Mrs. Marian he said.
of Delta Lambda Alpha, a freshmen
During the afternoon the MurHunting'-Rep. A. S. M*e Mon- graveside
CIO).
told
newsmen
the
American
American Legion post in Murray.
Richardson, Mrs. J. C Kemp. Mrs.
women's honorary fraternity re- ioney. D.. Okla, suggested
ray High School band played on
that
Telephone and Telegraph Co. has Beurdean
Wrather. Mrs Estelle Mccently organized at Murray State Repubbcans in
Pvt. Erwin was killed Decemthe front lawn between showers.
congress want acrefus
to bargain with the union Dougal, Mrs. Cleo Redden,
cullege.
Mrs.
from 2:00 to 3:00 o'clock.
Mrs.
cess to federal agencies' files so ber 25. 1944, while serving with
for
tient:act terms for Its Estella Outpind:
Glittdel Reaves furnished backFreshmen girls must make an they can go on a "political hunt- the 66th
Infantry Division
in
2.5.880 long lines members.
Hazel-H.
Roberts.
D.
Carmon
ground
music
average standing of 2.5 during their ing expedition" He said he can't France_ The body was returned
on her marimba is
"The company has rejected all Parks, D. D. Crass. James Erwin,
the lobby of the hospital from 3:01
first two quarters of residence to see why they need such "crazy from the Blosville Cemetery, Carthe efforts Of the federal mediation Hewlett Cooper, Mrs. Geraldine
to
4:00. The Murray State College
be eligible for admittance to the legislation" because congress never entan. France, aboard the United
seriice to bring about real collec- Myers, Mrs. Estelle Erwin, Miss
string ensemble played in the loborganization.
has had any trouble getting in- 'Stites Army Transport John L.
tive bargaining," Moran said.
Modest Brandon, Mrs. Euple Unby from 400 to 5:00
McCarley.
Ann Crisp, tineonta. N. Y. was formation.
The contract for the long lines derwood, Miss Anne Walker, Miss
Throughout the afternoon visitThe body will arrive in Hazel
earned vice-president by the group.
Foreign policy-The senate approunion was willing to continue it on Nelle Walker, Mrs. Carmon Parks,
annual
The
V.F.W. barbecue will ors were taken on tours of the. hosOther charter members are:
priations committee wants secre- Friday at 7:00 p.m. and will be
a day-to-day basis until a new Mrs. Eureta Herning.
be
on
held
the evening of Friday, pital by members of the hospitality
Jo Ann Jones, Paducah; Jean tary of State George C. Marshall taken to the home of the parents
one was signed, but the company
Kirksey-J. H. Walston, Boyd June 4. at the city park.
.
committee.
Pvt. Ordeal H. Erwin
!Sucher. Amherst. Ohio; Helen to give a full-scale review of the on Murray route 4 where friends
refused.
Champion, James Chaney, Mrs. J.
All overseas veterans of all wars : Many large bouquetk of flowers
Boone. Marion, Betty Smith. Mur- nation's foreign policy. Chairman may call.
About 50 issues are in dispute. H. Walston, Mrs. D. J. Miller, Mrs. are invited to attend. Tickets may graced the lobby, chapel,
library.
ray. Clara Jane Miller, Murray; Styles Bridges. R. N. H.. said he
Survivors include his wife. 'Mrs.
including union demands for a Anne Wood, Miss Halleene Smith, now be purchased at Dale and Stub- halls and offices of the
hospital.
Ann Adams, Murray; Jackie Ellis, will ask •Marshall to appear per- Olivene Moore Erwin: his father
Miss
Johnnie McCallon, Mrs. An- blefield's store, or from V.F.W. A number of flowers
wage increase of 30 cents an hour
were also
Providence. Virginia Jackson. Pa- haps next week.
and mother: six sisters, ktrs. Bob
Moran said "the company has nie Mae Hopkins, Mrs. Ja.Y.._Igit- members.
given to the patients
ducah. Jean Cochran. Mayfield;
Farm program-The senate farm Orr, Mrs. Goble Cooper, Mrs R.
The local V F.W. Post 5638 has
effeciently told the ifederal) med- chell, Mrs. Lillie Farris.
Martha MacAlister. Mayfield; Ver- bloc clamored
for prompt -action L. Cooper, Mrs. Ortis Key. Misses
Lynn Grove-Buron Jeffrey, Hil- designated Saturday, May 29. as
iation service to go to hell."
na Edwards, Benton; Peggy Watts, on
Leola
and
Erwin,
Mary
all
a long-range farm program apof CalMoran said he will go to Bos- ton Williams. James Scott, Otis Buddy Poppy Day when poppies
Clinton. and Mable Cisaell, Bardproved by the agriculture commit- loway County; one brother, James
ton this afternoon to talk over Lovins. Mrs. Modest Jeffrey. Mrs. will be sold on the streets of Murwell
Euel
Erwin.
tee yesterday. They hope that
Wilmurth, Mrs. Mavis ray.
strike plans with CIO President Mildred
A style ••show featuring old and
Active pallbearers Ill be James
speedy senate passage may prod
The slogan for this year is
Philip Murray,- who is attending McCamish. Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty,
new
fashions
will
be given at the
the house into okaying the pro- Warren Erwin, Leo Erwin, Herman
"Horior the Dead by Helping the
the annual convention of the steel- Mrs. Bonnie Brumley.
College
auditorium
Friday evening
New
Concord_Edward
gram before congress adjourns. K. - Ellis, Harvey Ellis, Dolphus
Curd. Living"
workers.
Mrs. Edward Curd. R. G. Shelton,
Under the senate bill, the govern- Meyers, Carman Parks. Edgar Pur- at 8 o'clock. Skits will also be preMoran said no strike date ha
sented
by
local
clubs and organizaMrs. Dan Hart, Mrs. Lorene McAnnouncement was made today
FINAL GRAIN REVIEW
ment would support prices of basic dom Parks and Joe Hal Stewart.
been set and none will be announCage. Mrs. Juna Wilson, Mrs. LouHonorary pallbearers v.111 be tions.
by H. P. Hollis of Hollis Appliance
farm crops at 60 to 90 per cent
ced
in
advance.
This
CHICAGO,
program is sponsored by the
May 13 rUP)-Grain Company that he
rell Forrest
W. Knight, Joe Tom Erwin,
will open a store
of parity The measure also wotild J
futures showed mixed reactions on in Murray
Veterans' Wives Club at the college
on Saturday May 15.
make changes in the parity price Bill Ed Hendon, Hardiman Ellis,
and proceeds will be used to decothe Board of Trade Today with the The company
Charles B. Stark. Brent Cooper,
wit/ handle Croaley
formula.
rate a room at the Murray Hospital.
general trend towards an easier home appliances
and radios. LocaDP's-A bill to admit 200,000 Tink Meyers, Otho Winchester,
market
tion
will be in the new Tucker
-Camp Campbell, Ky., May 13. European displaced persons to this Eugene Smotherman and Cyrus
Mrs. Charlotte Whitnell will preSoybeaas,
under
light
trade
and
Experiments
at
building
the Cornell Uni- sent her .expression pupils in a renext to the Porter Motor
(UP -Thenation's largest mili- country over a two-year period Miller.
good demand, marked up the only Company.
agricultural
The building is new and
experiment cital-Friday night May 14. at 7:15 in
Way maneuvers since the war be- was introduced in the senate. A
Funeral services are under the versity
positive
gains
for
the
day.
while
station
indicated that 2.4-D may the Murray High School Audiis considered one of the most
gan changing focus today from big similar measure has been approved direction of the Paul Daily funeral
oats
lard
and
,edged
towards
the
modern business houses in Murray.
scale guerilla fighting to small unit by the house judiciary "committee. home. Bernd will be in the South be successful in stimulating early torium. -downside
flower blooming of garden annuals
Heating a n d
air-conditioning
This is an annual affair Ind
Dean A. T. Yancey, and Prof. G.
training as the last of nearly 30,Communists -The Mundt-Nixon Pleasant Grove cemetery.
The
clore
futures
wheat
in
shbwed
and speeding up flower production. everyone is invited to attend.
units will als6 be sold by the comC. Patterson. of the physical sci- some
000 troops arrived on the scene. Communist-Control bill was critistrength but the deferred fu- pany.
ences department at Murray State
Problems for squads. platoons, cized by three organizations as a
tures were
along with corn.
Persons corAng into the store on
College. attended the annual meet•6 companies and battalions Will be "police state" measure. The bill,
Saturday are requested to register
ing
of
the
southeastern section of
worked out until May 24 when designed
to restrict Communist
for the opportunity of receiving a
the
American
MARKETS AT A GLANCE
Physics society,
all forces will join in a mass at- activities in this country, will be
Crosley table model radio, free. Mr.
which
was held at Oak Ridge.
By United Press
tack on the "guerillas."
-brought up op the house floor
ST. LOUIS NATONIAL"-SIIDC1cHolt& says that this is just anTenn., April 9 and 10.
The maneuvers, known as "Op- shortly.
Stacks higher in active trading other way of sayin;
YARDS. May 13 (UP)-(USDA)--. hello to the
A group of Murray State students
eration Assembly." began last SatRussia-A house foreign affairs
Bonds irregularly higher; U. S people of Murray and Calloway
Livestock:
accompanied Professors Yancey and
urday when 3.000 paratroopers of subcommittee said Soviet diploHogs 9.200: salable 9.000. as comcounty.
WASHINGTON, May 13 Wan-President Truman said today he does Patterson.
The group included: Governments easy
the 82nd .Airborn Division dropped macy is "bending every effort"
Curb stocks higher.
pared with 12.000 yesterday. Bar- not expect to have a meeting
The doors Will open at 8110 a.m.
with Josef Stalin - even though the Rus- Mrs. G. C.. Patterson, Mr. and. Mrs.
te the aid of Camp Campbell, to get the Red Army into the near
Chicago -stocks higher.
Saturday. "Appliances will be our
James A Morgan. William Colewhich theoretically was being be- east. Russia may txploit the cur- tows and gilts, steady to 25c lower sian leader has a standing invitation to visit Washington.
Silver unchanged in New York business and not our sideline," Mr.
than Wednesday's average: sows.
man, Walter Pharr's, Charles Ansieged by enemy guerilla and rent zionist crisis to move her
The President also said the Moscow "peace offensive" has not inat 711% cents a fine ounce.
Hollis said.
25 to 50c lower: market active at
derson. and Van Barnett.
fifth-columnists Supporting troops troops into the area, the commitCotton futures lower.
The motto of the company is
decline. Balk good and choice creased his hope for peaae.
Members of the group reported
have' been arriving at the camp tee said in a report on CommuGrains in Chicago: Wheat, corn, "Small enough to appreciate and
His feelings, he said. pave not changed since the day earlier this an interesting and enthusiastic trip.
170 to 240 lbs 2050.
to 21.25; top
since then by plane, truck and nism. If there are no opportunioats
and
barley
futures
irregular.
large enough to accommodate".
year when he said his faith and hope for peace had been somewhat The opportunity to see unrestricted
21 to 25; 240 to 270 lbs 19 to 2050:.
tra in.
ties for peaceful infiltration
parts of the atomic energy developfew to 2075..
270 to 300 lbs 17 50 shaken by the communist coup in Czechoslovakia.
•
ment at Oak Ridge attracted a
to 19: few to 1925: .300 to 350 lbs
large number of persons. About
16.75 SO 17.50; around 500 lbs 1625:
six hundred were registered for the
130 to 150' lbs 18 to 2025,.
100 to
meeting.
120 lbs 15 to 17.25; saws _450 lbs
JERUSALEM.- May 13 UP)---The United Nations mission to Paldown 15 50 to 16; heavier weights
estine prepared today to establish an emergency regime for the Moly
14.25 to 1550. Stags' ll to 13.
Cattle 2,500; salable 1,700; calf Land in the face of Jewish deterrnination to proclaim their own state of
rhe faculty string quartet of nature requires a great debt of
receipts 1.100, all salable. Opewd Israel at midnight tomorrow.
Paul Moore joined the staff of entering the Murray Hospital, Mr. generallY steady on light smarty
Murray State College will present 'preparation and rehearsals on the
Jewish armed forces estimated at perhaps 70,000 men and women
Murray Hospital May 11 as a medi- Graham announced This is in of classes. About 1-2 dozen loads
braced themselves on strategic defense lines facing all frontiers to meet
CHICAGO, May 13 flJP1-.Pro- their third recital of the school part of the performers, and is rated
cal technician. administrator Car- keeping practices of better hospit- of steers offered. Some ,good light
year on Monday evening, May 17, tops in musical entertainment us
an expected Arab invasion when the British surrender responsibility at duce.•
mon Graham announced today He als, and supplies doctors with the weights 30 50 to 32: odd lots good
at 8:15 o'clock, at the recital hall this area.
Poultry:
15
trucks,
one
minute
the
after midnight.
market of the Fine
•
will be in charge of both labora- most up-to-date means of diagno- heifers and mixed year/lngs 29 to
Arts Building.
Attendance of the music loving
Pablo Azcarate, chief of ,the UN mission, announced that a United steady. No price changes
tory and X-ray facilities
The quartet is composed of Ro- members of the community at a
sis..he said.
32; common and medium beef cows
Cheese: Twins 44 1-2 to 45. single man
Nations
secretariat
headed
Mr. Moore comes from Nash- "The
by
:
himself
Prydatkevytch
will
take
over emergency powers
of our community are 20 to 23; good cows 24.50 to 25:
and Joseph serious music program is somedaises 47 to 48. Swiss 65 to 68
Golz, violinists; Josia Darnall, vi- ties considered the best proof of the
Tenn., where he was em - entitled to this service," said Gra- canners and cutters largely 1550 in Palestine on Saturday.
t
Butter:
604,853
pounds.
the
marolist;
and
Frist
toyed by Dr.
and Dr. Sco- ham. "and our doctors are en- to 1950:.
Miss Charlotte Durkee, cultural levergi the naptiTaiee.
medium too good bulls
ket weak 9.3 score 79. 92 score 77. cellist.
ille for the past two years. He titled to have the best means pos- 2350 to 25 good and choice vealers
Although chamber music pro90
score
'74
Carlota
90
score
76,
The
program will consist of the grams require a trained, listener
rved as a laboratory technician sible for thorough and accurate 26 to 827 common and mediurn
score
89
73
Quartet No. 70 Emperor) by Joseph for maximum enjoyment. others
n the Army for four years.
diagnosis Our new technician will 16 to 26 •
HsicfFA, May 13 (UP)-The British blockade of Palestine has ended
Eggs: (Browns and whites mix- Haydn, and the Quartet No. 6 in F can learn to appreciate the
Mr and Mrs. Moore have estab- do the laboratory work"
beauty
Sheep 1.000; salable 500; active
ed)
35.205
and
the
cases,
first
Jewiith
the market un- major (American) by
immigrants above quota numbers already are arAntonin of serious musk by 'applied concen' hed their home at 1107 West
Officials of the hospital said that and strong to unevenly higher.
settled
Extras 70 to 80 percent A Dvorak
tration while listening to the prosin Street
they were very happy to announce However not enough stock on sale riving here.
The merntverrt51 the quartet re- gram.
The 1.000-ton Steamer Andria, flying the Panama flag, arrived here 45 1-2 to 46. extras 60 to 70 per
Beginning May 17. all patients , that they were able tb secure the to accurately define trend. Prices
There is no admission charge for
cept obstetrical cases will be ,services of one so thorough in his at new all time record high for today from Cyprus, carrying 360 of,the nearly 25,000 illegal Jewish im- cent A 43 to 44 1-2. standards 41 gret that the former two recitals
to 42, current receipts 40 1-2, checks were not well attended by Murray the college concerts, an deveryone
ven basic laboratory tests upon technic as Mr. Moore,
all classes new and old crop lambs. migrants who were interned there by the British in recent months.
37.
music lovers. A program of this is invited to attend.

Military Funeral To Be LONG DISTANCE
TELEPHONE STRIKE
Held For Pvt. Erwin
APPEARS LIKELY

HONOR SOCIETY
ORGANIZED FOR
FRESHMEN WOMEN

V.F.W. SCHEDULES
BARBECUE JUNE 4
AT CITY PARK

VETS WIVES CLUB
TO GIVE STYLE
SHOW FRIDAY

MANEUVER FORCES
PREPARING FOR
MASS ATTACK

New Appliance
Store To Open
Here Saturday

Recital Planned Physics
Teachers
Attend Meeting
At Oak Ridge

on

LIVESTOCK

I

International Situation in Brief
Truman Doesn't Expect Meeting With Stalin

Medical Technician Is
Added To Hospital Staff

College Faculty Quartet
To Give Concert Monday

UN Mission Prepares Emergency Regime
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an deconornte probHouse Agriculture Committee. The , of sociolouical
Committee started hearings on the; leins: For instance, medical science
eoneegt,,
bill May 4. President Kline is sche- may be called upon
whilk
duled to testa may 7, and another tilde more upon 'illnesses
AFBF group will appear May 13 oecur at 45'lid over. There me,
arise the problem of providing
and 14.
increasing number
Chief objections to the measure work for an
Kline en - Budget- -' -•
are: (1) the centralization co-Errol' of people -who-do-not want to oe
U. S. Farmers are finding new over conservation activities which
paths to mori abundant produc- it will place in the Department Wheat Agreement
tion. The yield of crops per acre of Agriculture'. and 21 its failure
The International Wheat Agreehas risen nearly'one third in the to make
clear separation between ment, signed by the U. S. and 35
last decade. Cotton yields are about education and action programs.
other countries, has been submitted
twice as high as in the 1920's. In Aging restitution
to the Striate in treaty form. Th,s
1644 the same intmr of farm
-Tareign ReFarmers, on an average, are means that the &nife
workers could. produce 29 percent- getting older. So is the rest of the lations Committee will have jurismore crops than four years before. population. It is estimated that in diction over the pact Moreover,
Successful reaseareh work. attri- the last 30 years. the proportion of the agreement must now have a
eulttiral
conservation
payments. persons 45 years and over in thie two-thirds majority approval in
and education work by the Exten- country
risen from 13.1 per the senate before it can become
sion service, have all played an cent to 26.5 percent. It has been a working reality. It is worth
Important part in this rising pro- predicted that by 1980, 403 per- marking that another international
duction trend. Last week. Presi- cent of our citizens will fall with- venture-the World Health Organdent Allan Kline urged the Senate in the 45 and over age group. The ization- has been getting rough
Agriculture Committee to grant percentage. Of persons over 65 has treatment at the hands of Consufficient money to assure further increased from 2.7 in 1860 to 63 gress. Administration officials are
advances. He recommended that: in 1940. Forty years from now, say urging prompt approval of the
Tull second-year increment of some experts, 14.4 percent of the , wheat treat/, on the grounds that
! $19,000,000 be appropriated as aut- population may beover 85. All , surpluses may easily return
horized by the Research and Mar- these figures add up to a number sooner than many people expected.
.•
. 1 keting Act of 1946: a House-anhimself in favor of only one-year
extension. Hearings on the pacts
are limited to six days. AFBF favors the principles of these agree.
ments. provided equitable treatment is given farm products.

GRADUATION PAINS

THE CALLOWAY istinussua •COMPANT
PT7BLISHED
. 0ensoliciath ,n of TheMtneee Ledger. The Calloway Times. and TKO
- nisei-Herald. October 20;11/21kend the West KentuiskOwi JanitarrIL1$i111W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
JAMES r Ilftl-LLYMS _GENERAL MANAGER
Published afternoons exceptSunday at 103 ritirtn ILK St. Murray,.

.

Eptered at the Post Office; Murray. Kentucky, for transmission all
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
month, 65e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per '-year. 050. elsewhere $5 50.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 901 Sterick
Budding, Memphis, Tenn ; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St. Boston
EDITC)RIAL___

SSOCIATION
THE KENTUCKY PILESS ASSOCIATION
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
er,Public Voice itemswhich in our opinion are not for the best interest
at our readers.
Thursday Afternoon, May 13, 1948

'
s Bad Manners
Wallace
One of the th:ngs Ambassador Walter Bedell Smith
emphasized in an exchange of notes with Fqreign Minister Molotov of Russia in an effort to end the "cold war."'
and-ret-Otteile-tfiffefeneesi)etween the--World:alwo greatest
people of the United States
military powers, was that
stand squarely -behind our State Departments foreign policy, andtheirtinity will not be weakened because of national politics during an election year.
Before the ink was dry on newspaper reports of the
exchange of notes Henry Wallace. candidate for President of the United States. was making a speech to 19,000
cheering Americans in Madison Square Garden. denouncing most of our foreign policy, including the Marshall
Plan for the recovery of Western Europe which Russia
detests, and.demanding a "peace treaty" with the Soviet
probstity IlLouldn
tbe_ worth the paper it was
'

I proved Increase of S3.000.000 in
marketing research funds be retained; and the Budget request
i for $45,095,230 for the Agricultural
Research Administration be adoptea.
Mr. Kline also requested restoration of a previously-authorized $4,000.000 for Extension, and asked
for a $200,000,000 budget for the
PayConservation
'Agricultural
ments Program. Similar recommendations were made by four
state FB presidents. including H.
S141-'i'
L Wingate of Georgia. H. A.reeman
ger of Kansas, Charles
ail Illinois and L Steen of Oregon.
Oleo Victory
ativ.
Last week. oleo _renresent•
iot uo at the count of nine grid
scored a last minute knochout
over dairy members on th 'House
flour. Hostilities may r time in
-Vandenthe-Senate, when Sena
ident proberg iR.. Mich.i, p
terri.-Algeides to send the oleo taxrepeal measure 56 either the Finance or Agri:Vulture Committee.
The former trout) normally handles tax bilig But Senators Aiken
.n: VIVand Young 111., N. Dak.i
both Vont butter-producing states,
want • agriculture to have jurisdietion. Even if the measure is'en=
/Lied, restrictive taxes will remain in effect in many states, 4
of 'which prohibit sale of margarine The heated battle left the feral
blue split wide open, with city
Republicans and Democrats siding
with Southern representatives.
Hope !till
ATBF is turning its big guns
against the new National Land
Act, H. R. 6054, introduced by
Chairman Hope ill.. Kan i of the
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Knowing something of the way - we practice democracy in this country, and with a distorted understanding
of our freedom of speech and the press, the Russians undoubtedly know what Wallace had tosay was merely the
xpression of his own views, and has no bearing whatever
on.official conversations and exchange of notes between
the two countries. What they may not be able to understand is the fact that the National Broadcasting Company
and the Columbia Broadcasting Television System, gave
his speech coast to ,coast 'coverage free of charge as a
"public service," even though .he was presented by his
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STAMP OUT VD
CAMPAIGN IS
LAUNCHED TODAY

OUR DEMOCRACY
... and aePu/totsii?

by Mat

pittedd

IN THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
OUR FOREFATHERS PRESENTED TO THE
WORLD A NEW CONCEPT OF INDIVIDUAL.
FREEDOM WHEN THEY ESTABLISHED
THE PURSLHT CW HAPPINESS AS ONE
OF THE iNALIENABLE R.IGHTS OF MAN.

LOUISVILLE. Ky .-Spuired by
the alarming prevalence of the
venereal diseales. the Rev, F. Elliott-Baker of Louisville, pastor
of the Calvary Episcopal Church.
and Leigh Harhs of Henderson,
publistier of the Henderson Glean'arid Journal, have launched a
et.
• iiirg-mate,--Senator
- Taylor,--asthe- next_ Presi- state-wide Stamp Out-VD Campaign. it was announced today..;
dent of the'United States."-.
Aim if te drive is to raise
. President Truman and Seeretary Marshall were apfunds to make possible an extendMossmith
,that
reat-ly-as-isurprised as- .was__Arnbassacior
ed- pregram of public education:row released the text of the exchange of notes which. the co-chairman asserted.
everybody concerned seems to have considered confidenContributions wall be turned
tial, and Wallace's display .of bad manners in injecting ever to- the American Social Hyhimself into our official diplomatic intercourse with the. giene Association, sole national
—Mkt Union will go A long way towarth weakening voluntary agency leading citizen
Smith's contention that we are a united people so far it5r efforts against VD. they said.
VD. though preventable and me-otir foreign policy is concerned, and provide a large measable, tops the list of all serious
ws•
belief
mistaken
her
in
Russia
to
ure of aid and comfort
communicable diseases. according
that all democracies can be divided and conquered, even to the „co-chairmen.
the Unitd States, the greatest of them all. •
-There are twice as many cases
We believe immediate developments will _prove our
of syphilis and . gonorrhea each
government made a grave mistake in sending Smith to year as there are eases ot diphMoscow at this time. It looks too much like Chamberlain s theria. tuberculosis, poliomyelitis,
flying trip to Munich and Russia is making it appear more malaria and typhoid fever combinsa/alle•fle
so by violating our confidence in releasing the notes ex- ed." they noted. ''VD brings trag1442,1,4-1,
edy to millions of American homes
changed blesSmith and tMolotov.
which
is
-tragedybetele
deeper
to
Chamberlain went to Munich because he wanted
1 '" •
cause it can be wiped out if we
prevent war between England and S.;ermany. His Mission can bring full citizen interest,
TODAY WE CoNTitgyi TO RECOGN12E AND CHERISH
u ANY
WITNOT
U
E INDIVIDUALA
OF
THIS RIGHT?
was a dismal failure. Smith went to Moscow. presumbably understanding and activity to bear
OTHER THAN A PROPER RESPECT
at the direetion of the administration, to end the "cold in support-of medical measures."
- 7,0
R1'57114'
war- and prevent a hot one. We hope and pray his ef- Philip R Mather. Boston indusii.4E Ri6s4TS OF HIS NE/6,4800U- TO
FOR THE
his trialist, is president of the Amerihas
weakened
Wallace
forts will succeed. but
CHOOSE S OWN 430AL5,TO SET HIS oyvt-isiGi-cts.
chances, so say the-least, and'the national radio and tele- can Social Hygiene Association,
AM AND FULFILL HIS DREAMS.
TO
which gives year-roUnd service to
vision networks have assisted .him in doing so.
FOR THE OUILotmer
FREEDOM
T
to
the
public
Kentucky--.-alerting
now
. . Going to Moscow figurativii with hat in hand
dangers of VD. fostering sound
HAPPY LIFE IS A
AND
FULL
agcurb
to
Soviet
A
OF
steps
taken
ady
l
air
has
Congress
that
Sex and family life education and
the
assured
President-Truman
gresshan seems inconsistent.
CARDINAL PRINCIPLE OF TRUE DEMOCRACY.
prtimoting enforcement laws againSoviet Union in March that the "door will never be dosed" st prostitution.
to peaceful settlement of our differences. and has repeat
The campaign chairman asked
edly. made it clear that he would be glad to Confer with that contr.bul Ions fin the ciri cc: be
portant than today. It is the acFARMING IN
Premier Stalitrat any time the Russian leader fegla bike sent to them at the Library State
cepted basis of ERP. ITO, and -all
other. postwar international "fragcOMIng.to- WaShington for the purpose. The ontY time 'the Board of Health Building. 620
WASHINGTON
South Third Street, Louisville 2,
ments.
two leaders ever met was at 'Potsdam in 1945 and Stalin
Kentucky.
.Trade Cornerstone
State Department otticspls claim
(Ares our President a oourtesy call, if nothing more.
that in the short., term. lheae pacts
If we are to learn anything fran fighting in two
----,:
and
Ways
House
the
week.
This
TAKES FIRE IN STRIDE
are needed to maintain , foreign
worid-wars it should be that we cat have .peace merely
LEE. MASS .11.:131-R. L. Spof- Means Committee is meeting be- markets and prevent sirope in farm
by wanting it. The late Will Rogers once said. we always ford
a Springfield furniture dealclosed dotirs to consider one and other prices here. Over the
win wars but lose every conference. Wonder vchat he er, was reim when fire storied hind
of the most vital issues of Wartd tong run, it is gegerted, they will
would think of our present-(lay diplomacy in dialinsiiiith- in his loaded truck as he droee recovery-extension of the Reci- protect ferment and other groups
Russia!
through Lee He inquired the way procal Trade Agreements. Many against the brand of economic
to the fire station, drove there, Washington observers believe that, warfare which brought disaster
and casually smoked a 'Cigarette in acting upon RTA„ Congress will after the ,,tt war. These officials
in the cab of the truck while fire- decide the fate of ERP and of urge three-year extension, without
filen" bat Weft -the bleze. damage-- ftitaire. World 'trick. They say that crippling amendments.
was POO.
Cb,airman Gearhart of House)
tariff :reduction, within reason'-'9-p.rar-old son of the sod, who
8) 11.5KMON. W. Nit HOLS
has announced
limits v..a• never mor, Im- Wa.s and
able
pendent wore a blue summer suit and the
o
batted Press staff
The. Flippir. Horrielnakers Club
farmers own trade mask-a coat in her,firne county raised 5240 for
- WASHINGTON, .M.a.c_xj
of trronze freest-the toiler upltere-irritirtioement-ot the loceilizerneMr. tery.
-That's . just it." whir
After whett l heard in At holise
agtiruitural 'tort.n.ittee ros.im.- it G -Everything's out of porjioriien
e ought
my Used to be a man figur
"Last vririter once.* said he. -the
• would be Just like me to kegp
to *Make a profit if he put up 1.50
potatoes off the opin 'market.
governMent bought a flock of car4.
Today
Vats lbw 1,erea-4.*--tei~
•
loads' of:Pnlitorrs-lilicfTooled-'en,
•ram $200'
onctit grows up shouldn't happen I it
up in eoid weather.' So 'they'd
said_he was in freeze and- therefore srinil and
The congressrri
to a . starling or Jlip beetle, __
Politeness, civility; courtliness. An act of
The sebjett wa4 '.aired 'during Idaho the other' day. %here they never get' to the Market. That
discussitth§ of a bill by Rep. Cliff alsoirave a lot of potatoes.
civility or relpect
brings up the 'price."
now what they get for a sett
Hope of Kansas. chairman of the
John: a young potato man, with
committee. The -measure would set of potatoes out that way?"
his crop planted in Delewere, said
Yo.ung- John had•no idea.
up • a separate agency in the dethat this, indekl, was a deplor-;
partment _to handle all soil aild. 'Six- &tilers a sack, that's what; able thing. He even got a little
and $690 fAr the • same sack red under his tan Just thinking ,
_
. water conservation. work
a pleasant urn n, a cheerful word as you are
John - L Tertevn. a young • in Chicago." said the much-travel:- About 'it.
.
helped on or off the but or shown to your seat.
And me. There I sat at the preali
• dirt farmer of D e 'Kent Coun-• ed men from the 21st tlistrict" of
A ready answer to your questions. A "thank
wi
the.
on
was
tyi Dela:rap" Peensylvanta.
— table. worrying about the tour
'YOU A hundred little things our people wont
And -why re the- price so dog- rowl of spuds my good wife In
stand at the time.
"What do you rise up Your way. gone-high? Jphn. didn't knlYw.
Bethesda Md., had gram, days and
to do for you.
••1 can tell you. Mi Gross went hours planting 'including the spadJohn?" Asked Rep. Chet Gedss of
on account. of the gov- ing and alli. She eitting there' On
It
• Pennsylvania:- who Is listed in the. on
.
coneressionaldirectory as . a -mas- ernmen, Uncle Sam buys pots- the back pi eh waiting for ••
.
toes by the re/Mow of bushels green spud leaf to come fighting
ter farmegi"
Well, corn. e•heat tomatoes, some and dumps them in the ocean to through the clods arid the weeds
fruit and stuff-and a, .lot of po- keep the price up Sometimes we for a look at the Maryland sunmen,. cart 'ern clear across the shine.
tiltees.
I for we, planted the eatin' kind
,"What do you know about po- countrY go's we can dump 'em
Aatoeir Demanded elder (armor in the Atlantic, when the Pacific of potatoes, If for some ieason
`they don't wind up mashed or
is more - handy...
Gross.
The gentleman from Pennsy I- french-fried on the Nichols' grub• "Price is iodbut Ai* seed's
awful ,high.. They- almost charge vania -said he knew of something board, by golly Ill scuttle 'em
myself.
pm by the potatoe cyrr- said .the even' more horrible.

"face,a, in A caos'

A M

Worth Meeting

There's a nsan in your community worth
meeting. He offers you a plan for your
financial protection when you need it
most . .. in time of misfortune, disability.
loss of earning power.
He also offers you the opportunity to join
a group of your fellow citizens interested
in each other's welfare, who value one
another's friendship, and enjoy Woodcraft's social, fraternal and civic activities
together.
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This man Is your local Woodmen representative.
Ask him to explain the many benefits you will
receive as a member of the Woodmen of the World.

WOODMEN of the WORLD
Insurance Society
OMAHA. NEBRABLA

C. COLLIE, District Re.presentative
7.Phones:
Qffice 199; Home 980-J
rertry,
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Young Potato Grower Hears That Government
Keeps Prices Up By Dumping Spuds In Ocean-

1
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SOME DAY THIS COULD BE

YOUR SON . .

IF you start saving now for his college education. See us
• .
s finantoday and let us show you how to build your child'
cial future, and thus assure hint of every possible advantage.
_
PLAN FOR IT TODAY

Courteous Service

IS YOURS WHEN YOU RIDE WITH - -

BANK of MURRAY
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Woeful Gag Writer Finds It Hard
To Make People Laugh These Days
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THE LEDGER & TIMES,

MAX HURT NAMED
ALUMNI SPEAKER
AT COLLEGE

Owner of

mtritilAT, KENTUCKY

PAGE THREE

New

NEW YORK (UP)—Sydney Rez'
nick. a lugubrious young man tin- — if that's the right word Psy(ler any circumstances, folded the chiatry has become a good subnewspaper and gave himself up ject for laughs which is sadly inMax B. Hurt, chairman of the.
dicative of the times.
to woe.
proposed alumni memorial build"VW- wouldn't realize it," - he
Pun Corning Back
ing_cirive. has been selected
he- internationarjaittia - "Take:Milt -tiSte Woman
on ia .speaker tor_ the annual Murray
at makes my job So- hard cation/ sendsher psychiatrist a State College
Alumni banquet, an_ these a_ys. How can I know what postefird: 'Having wonderful
time. nounces Mrs. George Hart, secrewi make people laugh when the Wilh you were
here to tell me tary of the organization.
orld is so upset?"
The banquet will be held May 29
'
7 Reznick is a gag man and, typi7
This emphasis on the punchline, at 6:30 p.m. in the Wells hall cafe/ cal of many in his ulg.er-riddjii
Rezniek said, -la--effecting the re- terias.
—
craft, hasn't had a hearty I
naissance of the pun.
Mr. Hurt will discuss Plans for
himself 4n years. His nor
re....- •
"I know its suppposed to be the launching the fund drive in Sepaction to an unroarious j e is a
lowest form of humor," he said tember.
dead-pan nod and the si
e word: "but
Scholarship Winners
bet 75 per cent of the
"great."
/
jokes people laugh at are puns or
The alumni association will award
"My ulcers are geHing ulcers," near
the
annual high school scholarships
puns."
he said, "trying to/ keep people
Since Reznick has written jokes at an assembly held in the south
laughing when etiery day brings for
such stars ass Milton Berle, Al dining hall immediately after the
them worse news in the interna- Jolson.
Jimmy Durante, Ed Wynn, banquet.
tional sphere. Probably you have- Phil
Acting President M. 0. Wrather
Silvers. etc.. he is somewhat
has been appointed to install ofn't noticed .tpit we've had to switch of an authority.
many of çr premises for humor.
"I .remember." he continued ficers and members of the board of
They Laugh At
the first time Governor Jim Fol- directors. The president for the
coming year is the incumbent, Dr.
"For example. we used to get som of Alabama
came to Uew Hal Houston. Guy
Billington will
how!f with situation humor. That York. I was
with a joke writer also be ti-installed
as vice-presiis dhere the laughs are built into and ihe first comment
he made dent. .
a situation.
Like this: husband was 'you can
Folsom of the people.
Class representatives to be ini eaves house and immediately boy
stalled for a two-year tenure are
friend enters. Husband unexpectNeva Watson. Kenneth Grogan,
, edly returns so boy friend hides in
Mary Agricss Coyle, Mrs. Ac Mc' closet. Husband forgot his brief
Reynolcts, Raymund Story, June
case and is looking for it. Now
Gossum Wilson. Laurene Tarry,
practieally 'every bit of dialogue
People living in Louisville who Mary Evelyn Russell, Ann Ea
Mr. Hollis, of the Hollis Appliance ('ompany. which opens Saturday.
can produce a laugh because of eat sweetpotatoes
prefer yams, the Gibbs, and Charlene Martin.
May 15, in the new Tucker Building. The company will handle Crosley
the fact that the audience knows Porto Rico
Banquet 111 Two Sections
variety, according to a
home appliances and radios. Mr. Hollis said that appliances will be his
the boy friend is in the closet.
During the banquet, Dr. Housstudy which the Department of
business and not a sideline.
"You have a 'situation.' in other Markets and
ton
will
preside
in
the
south
Rural Finance of the
dinwords. , After scuieezing all the College-of Agriculture
and Home ing room and Billington in the
laughs you can get out of the situa- Economics. University of Kentucky north.
tion you can get a final blast by made in 16 Louisville
Music for the -program will be
stores.
having the tusband kiss the wife
Local producers of the yellow provided by Betty Yancey. Marion
goodby a second time and then. or Napcy Halls, the variety com- Copeland, John Shelton. and Ralph
as he passes the closet, knock on monly grown in the Louisville Boyd, with Bob Wade as accom- tow
lb-it and say: goodby. Sam'."
•Area, have encountered increasing panist.
By CARL . LIN D Q I'1ST
The planning committee for the
Resnick said the hair - trigger difficulty in marketing the crop
the Phils' Wilkes-Barre farm,club
Vaned
Sports
Press
Weber
news from abroad was making in recent years, as many stores entire bilequet and prugrant ingot a double and three singles.— .
people impatient with the "situa- discontinued -handling the variety cludes Charles Baugh. chairman,
NEW YORK, May 13 (UP)—
The Athletics, who just won't be
and Ann Eva Gibbs. Mrs Hugh Baseball's new "Philadelphia beaten, it seems, ran their
tion" gag and its buildup.
victory
tntirely. The survey .was made to
"They want split-second jokes," determine what variety, quality Houston, and Ray Mofield.
Story" isn't being written cntirely streak to 10 games by drubbing the
he said "And those are the tough- and size sweetpotatoes the Louisby Connie Mack after- all—it seems Browns. 8 to 4. building up an 8
est to write. Also there is e pecu- villians desired.
Consumers selected the sweet- Ben Chapman Wants to be co-au- to 0 lead and coasting in as Dick
Fowler won his second game and
liar trend toward 'neurotic' humor
More than three-fourths of the potatoes regardless of variety, beThe Phils. like the. Athletics, are Eddie Joost ran his hitting streak
sweetpotatoes sold in the 16 stores cause of quality, color, appearance.
were of the red variety, or Porto size and price in the order "tamed. flying high these days and though to 17 consecutive games. Barney
Ricos, during the three weeks More than half of the persons in- they still don't figure as serious McCasky's three run double in a
period of the survey. They selected terviewed bought, at one time, pennant contenders, the vast re- big six-run second inning was the
game's key blow. .
the Porto Ricos because they were only one sweetpotato or each mem- building program that was startetl
when Chapman became manager
Bobby Doerr hit his second
sweeter, had a superior flavor, ber of the family.
homer in as many days and it came
were more moist and juicy when
In stores where shipped-in Porto in 1945 is beginning to pay off.
"We've got only two Players on It a most opportune time, bringcooked, cooked and baked better Ricos outsold home-grown Porto
and had a more desirablo color. Ricos, the shipped-in potatoes were. the team. pitcher Oscar Judd and ing home three runs in the 10th to
Consume ra Choice regardless better in quality and niore uniform catcher Andy Seminick. who were give the Red Sox a 6 to 5 victory
there when I took over as mana- over the White Sox at Boston. It
of variety was a medium-sized in size.
ger," Ben said. "We had to do a was Chicago's eighth straight deaized sweet potatoes were gone,
Sinsutners in the low - income
lot of trading with other clubs un- feat.
sweetpotato. After the medium- group purchased a larger pro ortil the players in our own farm "The Tigers outslugged the Senasmaller ones rather than law ones ticm of the lower-priced
ancy system
began to develop. But I tors in the rain at Washington,
were chosen Seldom would any- Halls than did consumers An the think
eventually that we'll be get- winning 14 to 9 as Hoot Evers and
one buy large sweetpotatoes
• high-income group.
ting plenty of young stars without Jim Outlaw batted in three runs
having to go out and buy them'
apiece
Detroit pitcher Hal NewChapman's oddly-assorted qew
use, was batted out for the fifth
of kids and oldsters won its fourth sthwi ght time.
straight game yesterday and its
Brooklyn won a marathon game
sixth victory in its last eight starts at Cincinnati. 9 to
7, Carl Furillo
when Sylvester 1St's) Donnelly, leading the 12-hit attack
with a
the little Cardinal castoff, pitched double and three singles.
Rookie
a three-hit 5 to 0 shutout over the Hank Sauer paced the losers
with
pirates at Pittsburgh. It was the a homer, double and
single to
first time this year that the belt- emerge from a hittiog slump.
ing Bucs had been shut out.
The Yankee-Indian game was
The offensive punch was Sup- rained out at New York with
the
plied in the main by rookie out- Yankees ahead 3 to 1 in the
fourth
fielders
Richie
Ashburn and John on Joe DiMaggio's three-run first
ALWAYS FRESH VEGETABLES — LOW PRICES
Blatnik, who got seven of Philly's inning homer. Boston at
Chicago
NEW TEXAS
13 hits.• Chapman, who Made a and New York at
St. Louis in the
daring
move with Blatnik by using National also were rained
2 Pounds
out.
him in place of last, year's major
YESTERDAY'S STAR.— Bobby
BOX WINESAP
league batting king, Harry Wal- Doerr of the Red.
Sox whose three
2 Pounds
(ireenPoTuend
"
ker, who hasn't been hitting saw run homer in the
10th beat the
it pay off when the youngster from White Sox, 6 to 5

+.;•artasesseteseket-,..Ittr

Consumers Prefer
Red Sweetpotatoes

Murray Brecls
Defeat Arkansas
State Nine,4-0

racing commission calls for win speed workout yesterday, &lashing
and place wagering on a field 'of" flee furlongs in :59 3 5 and easing
rb
uulet. the commission can waive up to the six furlong pole in
ftiv,
his
e
1:13 1 5. Trainer H. A. 'Jimmy)
A decision on betting is expected Jones said Citation was in better
tomorrow.
condition than he was for-the derCitation went through his final by.

SWIFTON, Ark., May •I2—The
Murray State college Thoroughbreds chalked up a 4-0 victory over
Arkansas State here today behind
the five-hit pitching. Of Al Taylor..
The game was played here after
heavy rains soaked Arkansas State's
home .diamond at Jonesboro.- The
Cutchinmen walloped 11 hits off
the offerings 'of Benny Wilhelin,
scoring throe liana in the third and
again in the seventh.

Parkers

QUALITY FOODS... BETTER MEALS
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

TOMATOES Red Z.29
CABBAGE
5'
CUCUMBERS Fre;h0.:"
1 19'
POTATOES 'M. 22'

1 ONIONS
APPLES
G-FRUIT
LEMONS

21'
25
FOR
28'
6
40'

SOUR, JUICY
Dozen

DON'T LET THE CANNING SEASON GET YOU DOWN —
KEEP YOUR SPIRITS HIGH

CERTO RECIPES GALORE
SURE-JELL
JELLO

Assorted Flavors
3 Roses

COCOANUT

Zkde rc
ecetn4 oti:.

LET THESE AIDS

8-0Z. BOTTLE

24c
25`

2 BOXES

LJ

23

DRINK IT AND
SLEEP, Lb....

65`

Red Pitted
an

SALMON mll 49' CHERRIES
MIRACLE.,....v
WHIP
'
itrNi:
PEACHES
PEAS
Evap
PRUNES
19' CORN
can

Pint

15-os. 1 5c
can

( An

TWO

Lb. 27c

C

-07

25'
39'
10'
25'

CHOICE MEATS — QUALITY MEATS — LOW PRICES

WIENERS
SAUSAGE
VIENNA S.

SKINLESS
Pound
PURE PORK
Pound
Armour's
4-oz. can

49' STEAKS, ROASTS, CHOPS
39'
39' LIVER 12'°7
19' TREET
55'
PORK

Pouni--

COME IN AND SEE US --- THANKS
WE BUY YOUR EGGS and HAMS

('AN

Some U.S. Atomic Secrets Known
But Others Continue Supersecret
Sandia, it is understood, is develWASHINGTON (UPi
— The '
Atomic Energy Commission has opment of atomic warheads for
secrets so secret the general pub- guided missies.
But the existence of the Sandia
lic doesn't even know they exhist
By now, everybody interested base is no secret: its establishment
was announced officially.
knows that the commission has a
Nor is it any secret that the
secret weapons - testing base at
Eniwetok Atoll it has a secret atomic commission is stockpiling
weapons - building plant at Los bomb material as rapidly as it
can. Where ttie deadly stuff is beAlamos. N M
ing, stored, however, is perhaps
Tt also has a lot of secrets at as big a secret
as the commission
such well - publicized places as has
Hanford. Wash., and Oak Ridge
Maybe that is what Lilienthal
Tenn., where it makes bomb ma- was talking about
terials
But in addition to all that it "CLOSING" SIGNS AVAILABLE
possesses secret facilities so secret
Closing signs, for use on Thursthat even their geographic loca- day afternoon, are again available
tions are scret, too And it will to those merchants who •erici them.
not define, even in the most gen- Signs may be procured by calling
eral terms, the secret activities for them at the Ledger and Times
being carried out at those facili- office on North Fourth street There
is no charge.
ties.
Malang Secret Weapons
April hasn't tlways been the
The commission freely states
from time to time that it is mak- fourth month of the year. Th
ing secret weapons at Los Alamos. earliest known Roman calendar
It says- without hesitation that it had a year ten months long and
is conducting secret tests at Eni- placed Aprilis after Mart:us, then
the first month.
wetok.
But In a discussion with newspaper men here of atomic projects
I the commission chairman. David
Pay Fri. and Sat. Only
E. Lilienthal stopped short after
'listing a dozen or so. Then he add- Hens .
27c
ed, "I won't mention some others"
Leghorn Hens
15c
He went on to "ask co-operaCox
12c
tion" of-the press in "not indenti2 lbs. up
38c,
tying them" in case of any of his Fryers, 21/
35c'
hearers should learn about the Eggs
secret installations.
Highest market price for
Sandia No Secret
Beef Hides
He was not referring to the
Prices Subject to Change
armed forces' special weapons base
Without Notice
at Sandia, N. M. It was at Sandia.
as a commission spokesman put it,
that "our work is tried in with the ""1-614ci"
South lath St.
Phone 441
military's"
One of the secret projects at
Residence Phone 1434

LOOK!
Will

LOOK!

Produce Co.

NEW BUILDING
208 South Fourth Street
24 — PHONES — 25

Hurry! Hurry!,
Buy A New Door

PARKING LOT — Drive in from Fourth
Park while you trade

WASHINGTON, May 12 (UP)—
You install this door, see.
Then maybe a bolt of lightning
hits your house. Or mice get into
the matches.
Anyway, a fire
gets started.
You're sound asleep, but everything's all right—you've got this
door.
It has a cable hitched to it in a
certain way. Hanging from the
cable are some weights
. The fire burns through the cable
The weights fall. In so doing they
release a plunger.
The punnyer opens the door_
Simultaneously, it shoots off some
blank cartridges. You wake up.
The fire-alarm door is the invention of Eugene Elsworth of Union
Church, Miss.
The government gave him a patent on it today.

FLOUR CHEAPER—
Guaranteed Flour
25 lbs. 0. W. Special Flour
Flour in 5 and 10 pound bags

BALTIMORE_ Md., May :3 UP)
_:.Citation, more than impressive
in his final speed test for next Saturday's Preakness at Pimlic, seemed certain today to go to the post
in the $100,000 race an even shorterpriced favorite than he was in the
Kentucky Derby.
So far only four horses are certain
to start against Citation—William
G. Helis' Salmagundi, Sylvester W.
Labrot. Jr.'s Bovard, King 'Ranch's
Better Self, and C. V. (Sunny)
Whitney's Vulcan's forge. They are
not regarded as strong as the quartet that trailed the Calumet entry of
Citation and Coaltown in the Der-

$1.50
$1.95

Buckeye Oats for table or chicks, 5-lb. bag
Grain and Mash Chicken Feed
10 lbs., 25 lbs., and 100 lbs.

55c

— MEATS -Pork Shoulders, half or whole
Sausage, Krey's 2-lb. rolls
Picnics, smoked and wrapped .
Bacon, Swift's Premium
Bologna, No. 1, 2 lbs. for
„..

..
..
•

;• •• •

41c
$1.05
43c
70c
75c

PAY HIGH for Eggs — Cash or Trade.

Citation's almost universal favoritism may cause the betting to be
limited to win only as it was in the
derby
A rule of the Maryland

WANT some Purple Hull Peas.

Lettuce, 2 heads for . . . 29c
Tomatoes, 1-lb. tube . . 25c
Mustard and Turnip
Greens, lb.
15c
Fresh Corn,
Golden Bantam, ear 10c
Carrots, bunch
19c
Cabbage, small green
heads, lb.
8c
New Red Poiatoes,3 lbs. 25c
Texas Seedless
Grapefruit, each
5c

EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK

FRYERS, Home Dressed, lb.
PURE PORK SAUSAGE,our own make, lb.
SCHREIBERS CHEESE, 2-lb. box
LARGE BOLOGNA, Fine Flavor, lb.
DRY SALT JOWLS,lb.
VEAL SHOULDER ROAST, A-Grade, lb.

1
2oz. — 16e
6/
lib.
30c

(PACKERS advertised ia

—

pk..

•

Ili Ho

Street

New Red Potatoes, 3 lbs.
25c
Old Potatoes, lb.
Sc
'7c
Large Grapefruit
Sunshine Krispy Crackers, 1 lb.
27c
Sunshine Graham Crackers, 1 lb.
29c
Marshmallows, pkg.
10, 15 or 20c
Raisins, 7-oz. pkg.
Sc
Evaporated Prunes, lb.
20c
Evaporated Peaches, lb.
20c
No. 2 can Peas
10c
Ski High can Peas
12c
Scott County Corn
15c
Crushed Pineapple, No. 2 can Westwood
39c
25c
2
/
1
2 Apricots
12c
No. 2rem Corn
30c
0.-21A can Peaches
- lklisCoffee, 7-Day, very good, 1 lb.
44c
--$1.30
..
3lbs.
Pilgrim Coffee, 3 lbs.
65c

Phils And Athletics Both Flying High
To Write New "Philadelphia Story'
Citation Has
Final Speed Test
FlorTreakness

I

MillritROCERY

FE

79c
39c
$1.12
39c
... 26c
.
58c

PORK NECK BONES, lb.
PINK SALMON, can
MAYFIELD CREAM
STYLE CORN,2 caii
S, can
TIP TOP GREEN LI
PURPLE HULL PEA , 2 cans
BAKERS SHREDDED
COCOA NUT, box

I9€
54c
29c
25c

29c
23c

TOILET TISSUE, Fort Howard,2 for

25c

Paper Napkins, Towels, Plates, and Cleansing Tissue.
HIGHEST Cash Price Paid for EGGS

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman, Owner

Telephone 130
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Club News
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Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — 'DRONE 374-M
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Woodmen Circle
Officers Club Meets
With Mrs. Hoffman.

t
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many sin.

• board and Slug Medlin* Operator)
Its wood I.as a mato*,
is ready for the cane positions in the Government Print•tseat which we will learn to make log Office: Washington, D. C. and
Again I by the Executive Secretary, Hoard
Atrthe next few weeks
have a piece of furniture! am very of U. S. Civil Service Examiners
proud of--not because Of Its senti- for Scientific and Technical Permental value, but because with a sonnel of the Potomac River Naval
little time and effort I. restored this Command, Building 37, Naval Requaint old chair an attractive. use- 'search Laboratory, Washineton 20,
D. 'C.. for Chemist. -Engineer. Phyful piece of furniture.
and Metal' sicist. Mathematician
"We are now going ta-•vitai'ie
positions in Washington and
tailoring class. I shall make a lurgist
vicinity.
three-piece suit. I can sew, as most
Application forms and announcewomen can, and have mad several suits. But in this class, I ex- ments (No. 100 for Printer and No.
pect to learn to make a suit as it 4-32-2 for Potomac River Naval
should be made, and to fit as it Command positions) may be secured ftom ffte Commtsston-s- Local
should fit."
Secretary. M. Valentine, located at
the Post Office Building, Murray,
CIVIL SERVICR JOBS
Applications are being accepted Ky.
in the U. S. Civil Service Commissjon for Printer (Monotoype KeyREAD TM

it

-Lot

• LOCALS

Miss Jean McClure, Nashville. IS
Heck. MSC student,
and Mist Ruby Smith.
• •
The Officers Club 'of the Supreme Woodmen Circle met at the
Mrs. Minnie Jones has been dishome of Mrs Lillian Hoffman nussed from the Murray Hospital
Tuesday, May 4, at the 7:30 o'clock, where she was an operative patient.
.•
The business session w is conMrs. Ed West and daughters of
by the President. Mrs.
ducted
Gladys Hale. Preparations for the Memphis are visiting her mother,
district meeting of the Woodmen Mrs Minnie Jones. South Ninth
Circle to be convened at Murray. street.
••
May 28, was discussed by the Club.
Bryan Tolley. who has been quite
After " the buisness meeting the
ill pfroorved
twotoday
days. is reported much
grove was entertained with sev- im
eral contests. A delightful desert
••
plate was served by the hostess to
U. and Mrs. Thomas Ross Samthe 14 ir,:nbers and one visitor.
mons of Dayton. 0. who ate visiting in Murray motored to Memphis
Thursday to attend the Cotton
CarniVal.1 They were accompanied by Lt, Sammons' father. 3.,T.
„ hursday. May la
Sammons and his sister, Saralee.
The South Murray Hoiramakers
Club wall meet at the home of Mrs.
Cleve Calhoun.
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HOLLYWOOD
FILM SHOP,

Tuesday, May 48
f the
The following circlet
Hollywood oUPi - Movie stuof the Methodist Church
dio mail departments report that
will meet at 3 o'clock:•
the No I complaint in fan letters
Circle I. Mrs. N. A. Waldrop, is 'about the movie makeup.
.
Leonard
Mrschairman,- with
*No. 2 is against movie plots.)
Mrs.
be
will
Vaughn Cohostesso s
The people hired to read your
Helan Lasiater an1 Mrs V. E Wind- fan letters say you praise the wonsor with Mrs. L. R. Putnam. pro- derful
makeup jobs that turn
gram Ieader.
Agnes Moorehead into an old
(KEEN WATCHES CHAMP — Joe De Pietro, ot Brooklyn.
CiFre e IL Min- Bryan -Toney. crone of 105 or Boris Karloff into
N Y., world's 123-pound weight-lifting champ, lifts a bar
.chairman. with Mrs. D. L. Divel- a fearsome monster. But you combell while practicing for the National AAU championships
biss. Cohustess will be Mrs. R. J. plain constantly about seeing some
to be held in Los Angeles on May 13-14. Maxine Ewart. U Sc.
Hall and program leader. Mrs. Tot- heroine come out of a hurricane
co-ed. selected queen of event by the bar-bell boys, looks on
as though she'd been to the Ladies
Circle Ill. Mrs. A. L. Rhodes, Aid
"The Colorado River is too thick
heft Paid tribute to chairman. with Mrs. E. W. Riley.
Joseph W
the 12 original founders of the Mrs. L. E Owen will be progtarn to drink and too thin to plow." one
southwest fan wrote about an .unDelta Kapprat3amm. Sacotiy Music lealer.
„identified movie. You dunk, a gal
s furnished by 11•••J Murray State
An (pen meetina of the Music in that muddy- water and she
College dinner enzarr.Lie.
Following the Itualicon. seven Department will be .held at 7:30 comes out crisply beautiful, one
Celebrating Fuandeas Day with
new members were initiated. M. The Paris Music club will give the lock of hair wet with clean water
:.. a luncbeon in the north dining
and a taste smudge of dirt on her
Clara
Eagie. Gamma Jaren& nt, was programa.
May
Sattssla.y.
room at Welts Haft
face.”
of edit iruttatiora
in c'
Gamma chapter ot_Delia KaPlaa
Tuesday. May' About 40 per cent of the letters
Gamma had as its guests the Eta
The Alae Waters Circle of the about movie makeup deal with the
chapter of Paducah and Kappa
First Methodist Church will meet women The rest are about the
chapter of Paris Tenn
at 7:30 with Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft. men. Male moviegoers object to
o
Miss Flora Rawls: Dean
The meeting *as postponed from seeing the hero go through a dozen
Wanio n o: Memphis State Coileia
the regular meeting date, May 18.
bare-knuckled fights and come (put
1 Terinessa , stay 13. Thursday-Phi Mu Alpha
and past , pces,den
pretty. They know how puffed and
American music contest.
Delta Kappa Gamma. spoke on "Ily
bleeding a professional boxer's face
trip to Sauth Afraa with Miss May hi. Thursday-Recital. Ola May
is after a brief bout
Cathey Harrell. soprano: William
America" •
Stage Real Fight
Peggy Lanai. May 11
Sloan. piano, recital hall.
Preceding Miss Rawls talk. Mrs.
In most movies, the big, brawny,
brutal villian hardly musses the
hero's hair. Sometimes he has a
bruise or two artistically painted

s-----,

t

College
Calendar

feapiy Birthday

As Anted im 1AMOUR atti CHARM
Mobile Art Interpretation by ''Vieh"

•

But nothing indicates the punishment his double took in the
fight.
RKO Radio hopes it's remedied
In
this situation 'for all time
-Station West" Dick Powell has a
aumdinger of a fight at the start
of the picture with Guinn tBig
Boy! Williams He wears the gradually mending scars of battle
Through the whole picture.
As soon as he got sufficiently
important to do' so. Humphrey
Bogart made the powder puff men
make him tio brutally That happened in "Tile Big Sleep."
Powell Gets Dirty
Dick Powell did the same thing
playing the same detective, Philip
Marlow. in -Murder. My Sweet"
After arguing witn makeup men
determinedly grabbed a
Powell
handful of mud off the street and
smeared it on his face and shirt.
"This is. the way I'm going to
play the guy," he said "The first
man who tries to clean me up
a mulch in the nose!"
But Powell sass his fight makeup in "Station West- is even bet- ter He'll show damage to face and
-

'.•
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all winter should not be slighted when summer

comes. On the contrary, they

—

repaired,
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INSURANCE
against Moths, Fire

FUR STORAGE
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$2.50
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ol&on's
Paducah, Ky.

902 Broadway

Oi

RATES

-N

•...

Phone 44
*

so

Work •Guaranti•,,1

ART FURRIER

Superior Laundry,Cleaners
Phone 44

108 North Fourth

Gift For The Sweet Girl Graduate
Every girl loves beautiful,
soft, well fitting lingerie in
white or pastel shades.
• Slips
• Panties
• Berkshire Hose
in new summer
shades
Select a lovely hankie or accessories to go with her new
spring dresses.
• Bags
• Costume Jewelry

1

00,
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,Fur storage here means

Homemakers clubs are excellent
sources, of ideas for adding to the
camfort and attractiVenest 'of farm'
and rural homes, in the opinion of
Minimum charge
Mrs Frank Meadows of Greenula
Ilring your furs or
She told Home Agent
county.
Josephine E. Andres:
('ALL 5903
"During the eight years I have Repairing and Remodeling
been a member of the Fullerton
done now at Summer
Homemakers Club. I have saved
both time and money. Last year
Rates
our club learned how to make
In our home was an
slipcovers
overstuffed chair, which should
have been discarded but wasn't due
Etclunive Furriers
to the need of an extra chair. The
springs in the cushion sagged and
103 South Fifth Street
the upholstery was worn and ragPADU('AH, KY.
Through our homemakers
ged
club, I learned to re-tie the springs
and make slipcove.re that jelly fit.

through the re ease of vibrant ensrff to
*Very muscle, fibre, cell.
Beery day-every hour-Wittons of
tiny rod -blood-calls must pour forth
tram the marrow of your bases tO reare worn-ort. mAy low
you In
untt tmaty
h°a
co
1 blood t
1 ways no appetite, widen/eight,no sinew
ay. a general run-down condition, lack
at risistrinee to infection and disease.
To get real relief you must keep up
your blood strength lgedical authorities.
by analysis of the blood, have by posttfve Woo( shown that WS Tonle is
amazingly effective In buildlng up low
liked strength in non-organic nutri.
tional enema'. This Is due to %h=
Tonic formula. atoms areitains
and potent activating Ingredients.
Ale. &SS Tonic helps yes enjoy the
food you eat by increasing the gammas
digestive juice when it is non-remittal!, WO little or ecru:ay-thus the stomach will have little cause to get batty
web sac blast and give off that sour
food taste.
• Don't wait? tanglee your body with
rich. red-blood Start on SAS Tonic now.
As visorous blood SUMS throughollt
your whole body, greeter freahnees and
strength should Mahe you eat better,
sleep better, feel better, work better,
play better, have•healthy color glow in
your ,skin-firm flesh fill out honcrw
placel. 110111ons of bottles geld. Oet •
bottle to•in yrrir Orgi store. Sell Tonic
helps BuUd Sturdy Health

be given OUR

and dams stored.

do you feel at the end of • day,
It that old time pap sad drive lacking?
Bare you checked-up on your blood
rmitnt;
1,_Mntjh lately? ThorsaneeLsannotr i

-0Wii•-•-sj
-4
An°
.01 „ad
1f.

should

special attention ... inspected thoroughly, cleaned,

TIAN TNEll TEAlt
.10',If* "mtehltar°

_.

. E FURS YOU TREASURE
TII

Now our Old chair has a Place of
hanoir in the livingroom."
"This year we learned to refinish
furniture. I chose for this a small
rocking chair. which is about 50
years old. It had many coats of
varnish and paint, the last one being red.
At our first training
school, no one said anything about
my little chair
At the secand
meeting, there were few women
who didn't admire its wood and
hnes and see its possibilities. Now
a_ my little chair as almost finished.
-

lhomemakers Clubs
Sources of Ideas

•

„

hands through the whole thing.
The makeup is a new problem
for the makeup men, however, because. movies aren't shot in chronological order. Bruises and cuts
which are healing on Monday may
have to he aresh on Tuesday and.
almost gone on Wednesday.
By the end of the picturi. however. Powell should be pretty
enough for a final clinch!

Weak,Watery Blood
Blamed for Making
Men and Women
Look and Feel Older

Skip .into Summer:

-.- - -1
-<
........._____

POLITICS GONE TO THEIR HEADS — At the Iloilywoo,:
Nair Stylists Show these election-year coiffures wert
modeled strictly for laughs. Theresa Keough (left) show
Democratic donkey and Phyllis Scott wears GOP elephant
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Gamma Chapter Of
Delta Kappa Gamma
Holds Luncheon
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Alabama Woman
Successfully Mixes
Career-Marriage

THE LEDGER di TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

woman's age is a woman's secret."
They were still in Vanderbilt
when the first boy came along. She
also studied at George Peabody.
They came here from Zanesville.
0., nine years ago.
Mrs. Robertson admits that the
is a little rusty now. But for five
years, she held the Montgomery
women's singles bowling crown.
She still ranks among the- city's-.
first 10 female keglers.

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (UP)-Skeptics who hold that marriage
and careers won't mix, just haven't
met attractive Mrs, 0. S. Robertson, of Montgomery.
Mrs. Robertson might be called
a woman of dsitinction. She has
switched .from stenography to the
supervision of state liquor purchases. And she -doesn't even use
the stuff.,
By Verona Smith
The Murray Training School
She may be the only woman
whisky purchasing agent in the chapter of FHA has been doing
nation. She was named to the al- many things during the past months.
coholic beverage control board post The chapter mothers were chosen.
a few weeks ago, after ranking They Pre Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, Mrs.
among the top three in the merit W. E. Johnson, and Mrs. Haley
Stokes.
system test for the job.
)
A tea was given to interest more
But she had been a stenographer
In the purchasing division for six new girls in FHA. Punch and chocyears, and knows the work inside olate cup cakes were served. The
cakes were made by first and secand out.
As to the Marriage vs. Career ond year 'Homemaker girls. Mrs.
angle, Mrs. Robertson cooks, keeps Clopton and Mrs. Johnson served at
house, has sons 21 and 15 years of the punch bowl.
age, and is a whizz of a bowler.
The Training School and the
Traditionally, children of work- Kirkesy chapters of FHA had a
ing mothers are supposed not to'get joint meeting to learn more about
far, because of the .neglect, etc. parliamentary
procedure.
The
Her oldest son, now married, had group was served with punch and
been in high school here only six crackers with cheese spread. This
months when he was elected senior meeting was a help to both chapclass president. and ROTC cadet ters: The Training School gave the
majqr—only the school's two high- ,emblem service, which explains
est student offices.
the emblem.
•
Son number two is a, senior now,
FHA held their district spring
an cils adding up his share of hon. meeting at Benton April 24. The
a,rs also.
Murray High, Kirksey and TrainHer husband, manager of a ing Schoo' went on the same bus.
Montgomery manufacturing firm. New officers were elected for the
was formerly in YMCA physical district and Loretta Eldridge from
t education work. Mrs. Rcbertson this chapter was elected parliamenclaims that her boys take after tarian. The fall meeting will be
held in Trigg County.
their father.
The chapter sold drinks, sandTheir assignments took them to
many different cities. Mrs. Robert- wiches, and candy for the FFA
.0a, now graying slightly, but who field day which was held on the
would be typed anywhere as the campus April 8.
The FHA state meeting will be
sraartly-groomed business woman,
usually went to work. She- has a held on the Murray College cammost varied background of experi- pus June 4, 5, 8.
Murray High,
ence, which has fitted her ideally Kirksey!" Murray Training, and
Hazel will be hostess for this meetinto the ABC job.
' For several years, she was a con- ing. These chapters are working
vention reporter. She still shud- hard to make this meeting enjoyders at the number of speeches she able.
has heard. In Chattanooga, she
A new tail design for trucks and
was secretary to the president of
the nation's second-largest candy buses is designed to expand safety.
company.
The driver presses a button when
Born in Moultrie. Ga.. she and the road ahead is clear and the
__her husband married "young", she sign flashes an 'okay—pass" to
admits. But she contends that "a cars behind.

Training School FHA
Club News
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Moonshiners Revel
When Moon Shines
Bright In Japan

Colidwatens News

Mr. and Mrs. Otis Wilson of Detroit are spending a few days with
home folks.
Mrs. Joe Edd Sledd and baby are
visiting home folk.*
--Bro. and bfrie--8L-1•:. -Blankenship
were Sunday afternoon callers of
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Page. Mrs.
Page remains ill.
A family reunion was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Luther McClain Sunday. All their children
and grandchildren as well as other
guests were present. .
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jennings Turner were Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Carter and sons. Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Bazzell. Afternoon
callers were Mr. and Mrs. Terrell
Hayden and daughters, Mr. Madison Whitlow and Walter Cook and
others.
Mrs. Tamy Kirkland spent Saturday night and Sunday morning
as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Finney and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Beaman and
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Pendergrass
and Mrs. Laura Mayfield and others
spent Sunday with Nannie Pullen
and'Tom.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bishop and
on of Detroit spent one day the
past week with Mrs. Mattie Jones
and Lois.
Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Garland.
Olen Garland, Lois Marine, Mrs.
Effie Garland and J. D. Garland
spent Sunday on Kentucky Lake.
Several children and grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Bazzell visited them Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Cody Adams are
spending a few days at home.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Black and Mrs. Dillard Finney were Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Duncan. Afternoon callers were Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Carter and sons,
Frances Pea and Treva Pea and
others. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christenbery spent the night with them.
Miss Attie 'Lamb was the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb Sunday
afternoon.
Those spending. Monday in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Layton
Youngblood were Bro. and Mrs.
Merritt Youngblood and daughters
and Mrs. Raymond Cox and son.
Sunday afternoon callers of Mr.
and Mrs. Lyman Dixon were Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Keller and daughter. Those spending the day were
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Potts.
..Fred Broach spent the week-end
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IN THE GROOVE... WITH THE
COKE CROWD —

By PETER RALISCHE.R

United Press Stan Correspondent
TOKYO- -terr--•-They ate brew-''
ing doborku by the light of the
Honshu moon these nights.
The life of p revenuer isn't worth
a plugged yen.
Doboroku is a Japanese illicitlydistilled rice wine. Ever since local
hill- billies kilted a governmenV
agent at Kawasaki the men ivith
badges travel in groups.
It took 300 police in 20 prowl
cars to raid the moonshine center
of Fukuroda. 100 miles northeast
of Tokyo last month. They could
rot take away all the. evidence—
there was too much of it. So" agents
smashed 100 stills and turned the
village streets into rivers of un-

taxed wine.

GLOBE-TROTTING BABY.SITTERS—There are More ways
of financing a trip around the world than getting yourself
born into a wealthy family, Brita (right) and Ingrid Frintzer,
sisters from Stoekholm, Sweden, have discovered. They raise
funds in installments by working as baby-sitters at., whatever point in their itinerary the piggy bank runs dry. Here
they board a Pan American Clipper bound for Loa Angeles,
Hawaii and points west.

Canons Abound
The Tokyo financial affairs bureau, which is revenue agency for
most of Honshu island, estimates
there are at least 200 moonshine
camps in nine prefectures aroun
and oincluding Tokyo.
Each camp has one to three
stills. A still costs about 50,000 yen
or $250 black market, which is the
only rate moonshiners go by.
In fact, a Japanese moonshine
qsill breakes twice as many laws as
its American counterpart. Unlike
plentiful corn in the United States,
rice and malt used to make the
native brew is bought on the black
market as well as illegally sold as
a finished product.
Three Gallons a Day
The average illegal distillery—
which usually operates in the open
—turns out three gallons of moonshine daily. It sells for about 1,000
yen a gallon.
Last year 2,900 cases of bootlegging were unearthed by authorities, who levied 10.000.000 yen in
fines and seized 15,000 bushels of
black market rice and 65 bushels
•
of black market malt.
'It's a hard racket to stop.
As in the United States, moonshining is a mountain industry.
And 84 per cent of Japan is mountains.

CATALINA SUITS
for Boys
$1.25 to $1.65
$3.00 to $6.00

Size 2 to 6-X
Size 8 to 16

A -

Boxer and Streamline
Styles

Littleton's

I-1

Get'In The Swim

The Gift Every
Graduate Wants
BELGIUM'S BEST—Anaette Delattre, chosen "Girl of the
Year" by a movie magazine of Brussels. Belgium, waves a
greeting on her arrival in New York. She is en route to
Hollywood to present Belgium's annual film awards to Sam
Goldwyn, Ingrid Bergman, Gary Cooper and Walt Disney.

.. . is a new. watch, a ring,
tie clasp monogrammed with

.either initials or date
graduation.

of

We now have the Nationally
Famous
,
WHEARY LUGGAGE
in stock

Beautiful matched pieces of Luggage
make a perfect gift, at this, the beginning of vacation time.

with home folks.
B-29 base of Tinian and the JapaSunday dinner guests of Mrs.' nese empire.
Margaret Riley were Mrs. Effie
Crippled bombers struggling to
Kingins and Mrs. Azzie Ezell.
get back to Tinian often crashed
Mrs. Fannie Osbron is much im- and burned on the islands. The
proved and attended Children's Day bodies of the crews were never
services at Coldwater Methodist found. Sometimes aerial pictures
church Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Jo made at the time showed the site
Haneline was the oldest mother of the crash.
present I over 80 years of age) and
The pictures, along with all
Mrs. T. C. Hargrove youngest other possible data, are carried
by
mother present.
the search team as it goes ashore.
Mrs. Bernice Cope spent Sunday The troops land in battle formawith home folks.
tion just in case they moet Japa•
nese.
- Japanese soldiers who have lived
in the jungle for four years have
been sighted on several islands but
so far they have done nothing but
keep out of the way.
SAll'AN. Marianas Islands (UP)
The hunt, scattered oker 'an area
—American soldiers with rifles at of 180.000 square miles, will take
the ready are still wading ashore another year to complete. Mean.
,
on Pacific islands.
while. other American soldiers,
They are kicking for dead Amer- aided by civilians, are removing
icans but fear they will find the bodies from island cemeteries
live Japanese.
for reburial in Honolulu. if relaThe search is being conducted tives desire, in the United States.
by a unit of 55 men under Capt.
So far, the remains of 3,264 serArthur A. Arena, San Francisco. vice men have been removed from
He is cohcentrating just .now on Saipan alone and sent to the Unitthe tiny islands that are scattered ed States. Thousands more are to
like grain between the war-time go.

Comb South Seas
For U.S. Dead

•

Motorola Radio

COLD

Portables in different sizes and styles.
A good gift any time.

ELGIN WATCHES
0

You'll,find what you want for
your graduate here
at Furches

Catalina Swim
Suits
All Lastex Suits
From

BULOVA WATCHES

$6-°°

BENRUS WATCHES

Furches Jewelry

Have sour treasured furs cleaned glazed. repaired and stored.
Save one dollar on cleaning While in storage, which means
insurance against fire, theft, and moth damage.
Also winter woolens, suits, coats, blankets, rugs, chair covers,'
drapes, etc.
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$1500
Littleton's

BOONE CLEANERS
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
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ERP Will Help In Long Pull To Put
Italy On Her Feet, Survey Shows

brother in a way that rd have
given an ear to be elite to inlet pert
I said, a title Inilishly
"OH'"
feeling that I had to say comeconie ill

Harder Working
Gentle Bees May
Soon Be With Us

Applying methods used in &Ale short tongues can reach the sweet
ficially breeding dairy cows' and food. If the flower heck of red
in producing hybrid corn, scient- clover were- shorter, bees would-ists found ways to control, queen
work this plant more.
mating. Thereby they are working
to produce superior honey-makers
More attention is being given
—bees not so 'anxious to sting, and tor the use of bees as pollanizing,
willing to work-harder _ _They will, agents, Prof. Price said. It has been.
also produce better pollinizers and shown that the yield of .red clobees more resistant to foulbrood. v.er seed can be increased from a
Plant breeders also are devel- bushel to the acre, which is about
oping plants with more sugar in the average Yield without bees,
the nectar, and with flowers hay- to 12 bushels with bees and 100
ing shorter sterns, so bees tvith percent pullinization.

thing. "I didn't hear you
He came over to where 1 wits
sEDITORS NOTE: Here is a many years will pass before the
Bees that sting less, gather more
standing."Has Amedee been show. honey and resist disease soon will
dispatch on the European Recovery results can be seen in any index
It
mg you his mother's Picture?"
Program in Italy by.- the Vice • llalian Uvin
be available as a result of new dissielniereise- Pon
asked unnecessarily.
AMELIA REYNOLDS -LONG.
„vi.ries in nre„ning. so. prof—ainansie eoncrete results from !his prngram.
President and geneTg new
"Yes." I replied. "But like was
19•416•••.
.
t•
*ger of the Unoed Pi ess Who is the Italians and American taxpayW. A. Price, head of the entornoyour mother too, wasn't she?"
visiting VP news bureaus in Etird7 ers will. have to wait. .
The corners of his mouth twisted logy department at the AgrigUltural
Pia red-headed negrens before?"
see
("Peter")
When Katherine
have
might
suppose
I
Experiment Station at Lexington.
Pe.)
I felt acutely embarrassed — for into *hat
per. mystery-story writer. reThe money for such projects in
called a smile, alAssocoitatitohne Kentucky
eeting
ers
a pm
ee
ceives a letter from a former myself for him and for the old been technically
southern Italy will come only; inbitter
and
hard
By EARL J. JOHNSON
too
was
it
though
college classmate, the aristocra- colored woman However, she apBeekeepers
name.
the
of
worthy
be
to
United Press Vire President and directly from funds appropriated
tic Lavinia Dumont of Louisiana, peared not to mind.
by the .timer,.ican Congress. The
"Yes." Then he added, as unfieneral News Massager.
"I'se Mustuh Gaston's mammy."
asking her to be a bridesmaid at
-expeoter-sha-main
expectedly. I believe, to himselfLavinia s wedding, she treatts—libininiformed
▪ -- The fits of the ER? *o be shiploads of
ROME. May 10
I saw Bobby start, and glance in- to me. -That's why Amedee hates
that Lavinia's haughty ways
made her unpopular at college. VuictIvely at Gaston Dupres' hair, me so. He blames me for having
American taxpayer will be disap- coal, wheat and steel. These proIn particular: she remembers a which had a reddish cast under the taken her from him."
pointed if he expees his European ducts would be sole:. to the north"Blames you?" I repeated stuhexing instigated by one Patsy light. He saw' the look, too, and
Recovery Program doll.ars to put ern industrialists and th-e goyernpidly.
MeCrae—an incident which La- scowled darkly.
Italy on her feet quickly. Too much ment would take pav men: in Ital"She died when I was born." h
"Leopardme means that site was
vinia never forgot or forgave.
is wrong with this war torn coun- ian currency-lire. The proceeds
Lavinia is now marrying Henri Fattier s nurse when he was a explained.
of
try for an early cure. '
which,
her
offered,
broken
Dupres. after haling
baby." Henri
would go to a big government lite
"Oh." I said, feeling the way you
engagement to Dudley Keith, a course only tended to make mat- do when you've barged into someOver the bang • haul, 21rwill fund.
doctor. Peter, on arriving ters worse.
young
you had no business to. "I'm
thing
Lelp:
It is from this lire fund that the
•
at Live Oaks. the Dumont ansorry."
If the political p..4 doesal boil geivenorient hopes to pay for its
cestral home, learns from "BobA BOUT b,w_an now _,_later Ame- I was sorry for both brothe
Over.
by" Brennon. another classmate r's dee,a,rrived. looking hand- for Amedee. with his blind h.itred
program of land reform.
that
wedding.
the
for
hand
on
If the government, can hold the
somer than ever in his even:ng of his younger half-brother, that
But where will the industrialists
Lavinia is marrying Henri for his clothes, and it was time to start for had grown originally out of a little
line t4;ainst further inflation.
get the money to pay for these
money,though she looks down cei the evening's entertainment.
boy's uncomprehending resentIf the recovery money can be raw materials.
him and his father. Gaston. as
I was ready long before either ment: and for Henri, embitterd
kept -from leaking into channels
the
cousin,
Her
interiors.
furof
social
That is where the threat
Lavinia or Bobby. While I waited by a feeling of injustice.
, pf political patronace.
handsome Amedee Dumont. is for them. I strolled into the drawther inflation grimes in If the
Fortunately. Lavinia and Bobby
At the moment the politicat industrialists insist co the goveinHenri's half-brother, but seems ing room to examine the oil paint- appeared Just then, and the situato dislike him and is thoroughly ings that practically covered all tion was saved—at least from bescene is comparitively c,uiet. The ment financing these deals and recontemptuous of Gaston Dupers. four of its walls.
,leaders of the 1000.000 Italians laxing credit rerrictioni
coming more awkward.
When Gaston, after entertaining
I was engaged in this when Amewho voted Commus.ist last month the result is almost certain to be
the group at the Mardi Gras in dee came into the room.
I'LL not attempt to describe the
trouble for the government while inflationary. Inflatiot could
New Orleans. invites them to his
enchantment of lights and music
-"Who are they?" I inquired."Mr.
fresh supplies and money are
house for supper. Amedee de- Dupres' ancestors?"
the ER?.
that was the Mardi Gras at night
-flowing in from America. This
clines. but agrees to join them
laugh,
though
as
Instead.
I'll skip to what happened
light
a
gave
He
One of the myst•ries of Italian
later for the Mardi Gras evening
should give Prerre r Altotte De
after the parade—and that was a
the idea amused him.
much capital of
how
is
inddatry
festivities.
Gaspes-i a breathing met, in wh.ch
"No." he answered. "They came young drama in itself.
the lead,e2, industrialwith the house. All, that is, except
to woik Out' his economic refcrms. their own
Since admission to any of the faCHAPTER IV
espeand
Fascism
Under
have.
Is
this one."
mous Mardi Gras balls is by invitaWhat ere these retOrrns and how
UPPER at the Dupres home
industrialthe
end
front
in
the
its
of
since
standing
cially
He was
tion only, and since Bobby and I
v.-ill the ERP help put them inaa
on 1..ovwas more elaborate, but picture of a young woman dressed were rank outsiders.our party went
effect! Itahafl government and ists. have .leaned heavily
twenty-five
about
of
costume
a
in
question
instead to a night club. It wasn't a
The
financing.
somehow less graciously dierilAmerican embassy p.-ople speak ernment
they fted.than it had been the even- or thirty 'ears before. Her eyes great deal different from night
most fruently of Agrarian re- is whether this was because
were dark, and her face was the clubs in the North. except that
own or ing before at Live Oaks.
most beautiful I had ever seen.
form. This does not mean taking had no capital of their
there seemed to be flowers everytheir,
squirreled
had
they
whether
where and that most of the guests
land away from big absentee cos riAmerican investin
away
capital
wore their carnival attire.
still
ers and giving it to sharecroppers
and jewels
Francs
Swiss
ments.
The floor show had inst ended
It means making the soil produce
4
government
and the orchestra had begun to
the south. and paintings. If the
• More, especially in
Today, American business that
play for dancing, when suddenly a
of that, it would
where- the sod 'is•.worn out and knew theAsolution
girl with copper-colored hair and a
know better what to expect from
there is not enough raM.
looks ahead looks to the leader's
dimple in her chin rushed up to our
north.
The south needs reservoirs. ir- the industrial
table.
ansdefinite
a
of
absence
the
In
supplies
vast
systems
tre:
rigation
line of Advance-Design trucks for
"What is it?" she demanded. "A
class reunion?"
of chemicals to bring th.: sod back wer. the government can cly hope
She was Patsy McCrea!
higher standards of value on the
to Ide It needs roads from farms the industrialists do have capital
Now while you may abhor a perto markets Some rich1,- productive of their own, and that they will
job. Today, Chevrolet trucks bring
son, you must treat them politely
valleys in the south are SI isolated bring it out of hiding to build
when you encounter them in pub'' they can't reach a profitable market up the alL-upportant lire fund..
lic. Lavinia behaved accordingly
you the features of tomorrow—
As to recovery money leaking
with their produce. and the growL
although I fancied I saw the memers have to sell ther fruit focally into the pockets of politicans and
•
ory of that old haling flicker for an
Advance-Design features—at the
their friends, that depends .n ihe
instant in her eyes.
for a penny a pound.
"Hello Patsy." she said. Then.
So when the eciV•erninent talks main on the competence and inlowest prices in the volume field!
with a gesture toward the men,who
of Agarian reform. it means. the tegrity of the men—American and
had risen. "Miss McCrea. yet me
•a
Look ahead and look at them now
government plans to bioid reser-. Italian—who administer It. The
present my cousin. Mr. Dumont.
ri
- you's. aquecite•ts -and good roads Italians like to get rich the sante
my Rance. Mr. Henri Dupres. and
display in our showroom
,.„..
in the south and fe.lize the land. as anyone else The recovery acihis father Mr Gaston Dupree."
•••
•It has no plan to reform Orate- muustrators will be under strong
'
Patsy acknowledged the Introd
duction with her quaint little
-cropping or Make soma,. reforms. pressure to gIve money ..to..sorne
between a grin and a smile.
although De Gasp-oi tells visitors who put personal ambition ahead
"Only it isn't 'Miss McCrea' any
/CHEI VROILET/
he ii determined to expand the of the welfare of their country.
II
more." she said. "You see. I—well
That could happen anywhere.
country's school svs...rn.
Irm,mo eft/ moi.
"'kr*
al
I'm here on my honeymoon."
Obviously this is a lor.g term
Prins, isms. ood
cot./
Gaston Dupres smiled. "How en'E
esadows
at
ophowal
CLASSMEDS:
THE
READ
once,
program Even II it begins at
.0
tirely charming! You and your
husband must join us. that we may
have the pleasure of drinking your
r
health."
"Yes, please do. Patsy," Lavinia
seconded, but without any particula- enthusiasm.
Phone 97
West Maple Street
Pats/ was too excited to notice
"This is my husband." It was plain that she knew nothing
the tact of warmth.
of Larinia's former engagement to Dudley.
-That's awfully sweet of both of
you!" she gushed.
/I was althea ma though Gaston. "She's very loVely!" I exclehtted. She beckoned to a blond-haired
3residing at the head of the table. 'Who was she?"
man, who was seated at a table a
aras out of place in his own house.
THE PRICE OF EVERY USED CAR ON OUR
•
"My mother." Amedee answered. little distance away. She had to rebufthe
of
was
There
something
There was, an expression of wor- Peat the gesture before he came
him
ONE
making
man
FIND
the
about
foon
WILL
YOU
MAYBE,
LOT, AND,
shiel in his eyes as he stood there over
seem like a second-rate actor who with his face upturned toward the
"This is my husband." she said
was playing at being a fine gentle- painting. "She was lovely—lovelier then. "Lavinia,you remember DudJUST LIKE YOU WANT
man, and deliberately burlesquing than anyone could even imagine ley Keith don't Tote)
"
the part.
who didn't know her. I was only six
If the earth had opened and
Although there aren't many GOOD used cars
Wile the after-dinner coffee years old when I lost her. but I re- swallowed us all. it would have
been a blessed relief. It was plain
was being served a new character member—"
left, we think we have a few. REMEMBER: A car
upon the stage. She was an
came
Suddenly he stopped. and I saw of course. that Patsy knew nothing
in good condition is the prime requirement for
ancient negress who looked to be at his expression change — harden of Lavinia's former engagement to
SAFE and ENJOYABLE driving.
Dudley. As for Dudley himself
least ninety, and she had—I could into a mask.
•
I've never seen a man look so exhardly believe my eyes at first--red
"Excuse me." he muttered, and
Take a pick from this list of nice clean cars and
cruciatingly uncomfortable.
hair.
the
from
room.
stiffly
walked
saw
her
Gaston
me
at
as
looking
one to suit your needs.
surely you
Turning. I saw that Henri was
she passed the cream-and-sugar
To be continued)
service, and he laughed boister- standing In the opposite doorway.
ously
where Amedee must have glimpsed (The characters In this serial are
CASH, TRADE or TERMS!
rICtifit3h3)
"What's the matter. Yankee him out of the corner of his eye.
CoorrIght MY b Phoentz Prose
girl?" he inctutred. "Didn't You ever Henri was looking after his half• 194.6 FORD 2-door Sdper Deluxe, radio, heater,
reMbi.11.

LOOK

at America's
Leading Trucks—

•

Fe
at
Ur
New heavy-duty Chevrolet 4-spoed
Synchro:Mesis Truck Tranillellieril
"4-51541,111ii Axis-Mk Commtilogr• New Advance - Design Gearshift
Control and Foot-Operated Parking Broke in 3-speed transmission
models • Improved Valve-M-Head
Engine • Enclusiv•ly d•signed
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Brakes.

CHEVROLET
Advance-Design

S

TRUCKS

iti

Fromheadlight to tail light, new
Chevrolet Advance-Design trucks
bring you !he future's streamlined
appearance in every feature of
body, cob, fenders ond hood!

"
£001
of the
Cab-"

e

—on

FOF
wil
litt
FOF
one
116
Only Advame-Design trucks have
the famous Cab that "Breathes!"
Fresh clean, cool air is drawn in
and used air forced our, Air is
cold weathier. The Cab is
hected
Ftesi•Mounted, cushioned on rubber,
with a fully-admirable seat and oil'
round visibility with rear corner
windows.*
Only ChemPlel offers you If.. lowee
edam in Ow wohilm• held! Here ar•
trucks with comparable equipmerd
and speciAcations Mat list for less
Shoe coesem•ii,ims osiskis• 0••••
models as moos-VSO.

spotlight, fog lights, bumper guards, seat covers,
and Ky. licenses.
• 1946 FORD 2-door 6-cylinder that is new inside
and out. Extra good mechanically. You'll like it.
Don't use oil.
• 1946 PLYMOUTH 2-door with radio, heater and
new licenses. Runs and drives perfect.
• 1941 FORD Club Coupe with radio, heater. A
real clean city-driven car.
• 1941 FORD 2-door, nice looking, good mechanically. Cheap.
• 1940 CHEVROLET Special Deluxe. Good radio,
dark green original paint. Clean inside and out.
• 1941 FORD Convertible. Nice looking, with
extras.
• 1939 PQRD Deluxe. New motor, clean, radio
and heater.
• 1937 CHEVROLET 2-door. Drives good.
• 1936 CHEVROLET.. Radio and heater. City
driven.
• 1933 CHEVROLET 4-door. Good tires, motor
and body. A good fishing car. See it.
10 3 PICKUPS-1941 Ford, a clean 1940 Ford, and
good little 1936.Chevirolet

-•••

WE ALWAYS WANT TO BUY CLEAN CARS.

-Every Deal A Square Deal"
See

CHAS. HUGO WILSON

Billington-Jones
Motor Company
Incorporate d

Your FORD Dealer
Murray, 1\

Pone 170

211 Main St. •

a

square.
One of the country's foremost
military musical organizations will
play a band concert in the open
on Sunday afternoon.
On Monday will be a welcoming
ceremony for the presidential parBolivae. Mo 4 UP —Thc week- ty, and an hour-long parade. after
INDIANOPLIS. May 13 'UPIceremony
-Little David" Walker: 13-year- end of July 4 will be a great one which the dedicatory
park,
old boy evangelist, failed to keep for this southwest Missouri hill will be held in Neuhart
four blocks south of the public
a date with a juvenile court judge country town.
Because it was •named for Simon square.
today because he Was 'too busy
The town of Bolivar. after the
Bolivar, the great South American
preaching.
the town on this'de- ceremony, will be host to the disThe boy's guardian ha4 been liberator,
the setffie of tinguished guests at an informal
ordered two weeks ago to pro- pendence Day will be
to cement- "basket banquet" on the Southdedicated
ceremony
a
for
court
in
duce "Little David"
American west Baptist College campus.
two
the
of
ties
the
init
a custody hearing. His parents.
High Officials Coming
Mr.'and Mrs Jack_ Walker 54 Chi- continents.
The presidential party is exT7si-atue of Bolivar. a gift from
cago, are seeking to regain cwo "
to include several cabinct
, of the boy. They sad they the government and people of pected
too)
ambassadors of most of
lost custody to .Attorney James Venezuela to. the people and gov- officers,
the'South American countries, offiDadson when they signed legal ornnient orthe -United States, will
of the Simon
papers making Delman,. :Little be u*veiled July 5 Thug ciminnun- cers and directors
ity was selected as the permanent Bolivar Memorial Foundation and
_
David's" guardian.
'
the other dignitaries.
Day:sores attorney. Louis Rosen- home-of the statue. because it is
Neuhart park eventually will be
of
largest
American
communities
berg, told court referee Lawretice
renamed "Plaza Bolivar" and will
Hinds that "Little David" was in to honor the great liberator with
be landscaped in the manner of a
Canada on a preaching tour. He its name.
South American patio
The statue will be presented by
said it was impossible to bring
The statue was made of bronze
Ambassador Gonzalo Cernevali of
him back today.
In Milan and shipped in three secgovernhis
of
behalf
on
Venezuela
"He has contracts to speak."
tions to New York. The base of
Rosenblirg said "He hasan organi- ment. It will be accepted by Presi- granite was quarried at Caracas,
scheduled
is
who
be
zation of 10 or 15 persons .who dent4Truman.
will
Venzuela. The statue
.have -to be considered., I-don't think tentatively to arrive by train at erected about two weeks before the
the Court wants Little David, to 143.30 a m. of that day.
ceremony but will rethain coverFiesta Comet First
lose money."
ed until July 5.
The July 4 week-end will start
Presentation of the statue was
The motley. Rosenberg said.
amounts to about 51.500 a week on Saturday. July.3. s.vith a Latin- set for July 5, as that is a national
which "Little David" is reported American fiesta on the public holiday in the countries to the
south. This year it also is the
to receive ,in income from big
crowds that flock tabernacles to 'Ure to have the boy in court "puts Independence Day holiday in the
+hear him preach about his "visit Mr. Dawson in a spot." He re- United States, since the Fourth is
ceased the hearing until tomorrow on Sunday.
to Heaven"
He became an evangelist after and told Dawson and Rosenberg
The Williamsport 4-H Club in
he said he - had visited Heaven to get together and decide wehen
they could comply with the court's Johnson county net 5.000 pine seedfor five hours during a trance.
lings On steep hillside land.
Hjnds told Rosenberg his fail- order.

.Boy Evangelist
Has No Time To
Appear In Court

Murray, Ky.

Liberator Bolivar
To Be Honored
B1 U.S. Town
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Look over our top quality smooth running Reels with a
price range to fit your enthusiasm and pocketbook.
MERCURY and MARTIN MOTORS- - BOATS
See our complete assortment of lures to
attract even the toughest ones.
‘,-• Whatever fishing
need, we have it.
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equipment you
Come

in, look

around in a friendly, fisherman's
atmosphere.
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Kirk A. Pool & Co.
Murray, Ky.

Sporting Goods
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PORTER MOTOR CO.

Take A Minute
To Learn...
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FOR SALE-Water heater and tank
Minneaoplis, Pepria, Ill., Montgom-1
-and plagued with hop tips.
with fittings. One Inside door in
ery, Ala., and Richmond. Va.
14 1/1 on P555 111115 P1111.1
All of these details are recorded
good condition. Phone 584-W. 1004
Richmond's health director said
faithfull4 in Washington's diary. It ,;,.
4
FOR SALE - Thor wringer type West Main.
M14c WANTED-Clean used cars. We pay the device was adopted there to
ACROSS
AZ'M
A
u
Nise
s3- Hightores
00 reads like this:
washing machines, $134.95. Thor
top prices- Lawrence Used Car give suspects a chance to prove
34 -Paid athlete
Ii
USED
WASHING
MACHINES for
"Traveling expenses, 2 pounds.:
blare swan
that Ailey were not under the in35 - Proncu r,
automagic, $199.50, dish washer
PE
Lot, 201 Maple. Phone 150.
M14c
A-Away from
36-4)Intrnent
10 shillings; servants in trIP, 17
fluence of alcohol. In cases where
IN Os
unit for Automagic, $69.50-Bar- sale-DilLEleetric Company, across
Minter
37 Warted In
5 -To bang
shillings; sundry tickets to the play
garden
nett & Kerley, next to Bank of from Post OfficeePhone 879. Mlifie WANTED TO RENT at cnce for suspects refosed to take the test.
D•N
U-Fruit &Ina
38 Ulatale
there, One Pound: sundry tickets to
13-Plahing gadget.
Murray. .
[if A LIE.
M28a FOR SALE-1938 model Hudson for short time space or storage room the policeman records the fact.
48 -Boaatf ut persons
14-Prehr oefore
the ball there, 12 shillings; two
42' Corr ries Lo ,',b
suitable for storing some furniture.
In many big ettl_. ftett blood
/6-14.1ant fiend pager
QM RIMY,
$300.
Can
be
seen
at
SerTexaco
beiteii'of claret, 25 pounds; horse.
SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS agia34.6611ill
C. H. Genslinger. P. 0. Box 384, tests or cheinieal `unrinalysis are
17-Edible leaf
44 Old boa 1.
S Murray, Ky.
HI-AfreeurtIoni
Ito2,
50 pounds; charity. 2 pounds. 3
45- Owes
Also some new Singer sewing ma- vice Station, 15th and Main.
M15e used Among them are. Belffa,4o, 2I-A terra.
411- Art*
P(.10"414
PilM50[1 shillings; cash lost on races, 1
22-Averted
chines for immediate delivery. Mo- FOR SALE: We have a car of 688
Si -Harem room
Washington, Columbus. Cleveland
[PAW,' 404-114:1RIZU1 pound. six shillings.
26-To go in
13-To wipe our
tors, buttohholers and parts avail- Fertilizer rolling from the mill.
Portland, Ore., and San Francisco. U-Roster
64--13043 Si •ater
- Ar5 ji4,5I. krani
ss-Cry (lie Round
loUt
able. Write Singer Sewing Center Should be here in a few days. Cal"And from all thit was deducted
Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Denver. 26-cmoriga
X4-7i100;4 lulf1U
9813Ort
$6- Cope Verde Mears
13 pounds Won at cards."
in Mayfield, Ky. Then you can be lowaz County Soil Improvement
57 Ts otter.
Detroit and Kansas City, Mo., ee--wman him
sure of famous Singer service. Ex- Association, phone 207:
rely on the drunkometer.
The deduction to be 'drawn from
DOWN
M14c
pert singer repairs and genuine
9 ,o ,e/
.1 5 4, 7 8
the itemized list is that Washington
1
-Auto
Singer parts. We repair other FOR SALE: Five room house and
had himself a time. And why not,
-Lyrtr ponn
More city fire departments are
,g
11
rer
3 -For the reason
makes, too! Reasonable charges. tood outbuildings. Also 5 acres
equippisg fire trucks with radio.
on a hundred bucks worth of wine'
that
Estimates furnished in your home of timberland at Lynn Grove Im4-lo the Ian
For if you work it all put at curWASHINGTON, (UP/-How far the International City Managers'
,7
5
18
5-Thus
A
R away would you. be able to.
in advance.
,
rent day prices, that's the liquor
Ju2c mediate possession.
Association reports.
see
41 -Bice
Ford.
MI5p the tell-tale wisp of smoke
7-Profound
bill. A pound now is worth $4 and
Many -cities, the association said.
that
Values
FIELD SEED-Let us supply your.
IT S GOOD BUSINESS
a shilling equals 20 cents. And in
are installing new radio equipment
a -Sudden daub
15 per quart means the start of a forest fire.
29
/24'
needs. We carry complete stocks STRAWBERRIES:
21 1.3
.
26
id
-Curve
27
JO EMPLOY
those
days
a
pound
didn't,
In
fire
have
stations,
Some
unof
vehicles
Uncle
and
appaSam's
forest
You
fire
pick
them,
bring containers
II -Co to right
of Hybrid Corn. open Pollinated
dernourished ounces.
DISABIED 'VETERANS
IS-7o color
Norton Foster. on State Line road, fighters with exceptional eyesight ratus.
//j 2.7
50
028
Corn, Clovers, Grasses, Sudan,
(5- Cures leather
Yet, even
without the added
Major radio installations have
5 miles west of Hazel
'./i
30-Part of honer
MI5c could spot it at a distance of nearSoya Beans and Peas. We have
111.111046111111S--C .n4b. 01.
handicap of a form sheet and a
II- Ooze
ly 16 miles. This is revealed in been reported recently by fire de23-obseurer
one of thie most complete lines of
hawker's
,
printed
selections.
George
a report by George M. Byram and partments at Bakersfield and Berktt-To ea gel ball
7
,
247
35
v its
Garden and Vegetable Seed of
couldn't beat the ponies.
26-Plumed bird
Nine farmers in
George M. Jethison of the South- eley. Cal.; Denver, Philadelphia
query
37 -Crosses
any store in West Kentucky-Ross
^
For there, indubitable in his own county produced more than 100
Washington; Tampa. Fla.:
eastern forest experiment station. and
341-Greek letter
rill)
,
1/
38
89
Feed Company, Murray, Ky., Tel.
soldiers
33-Sea
handwriting,
is
that:
bushels of corn to the acre last
Keen eyesight is very important Rockford, Ill., and other cities.
34-7o have
101. We deliver.
"Cash lost on races, one pound, year.
M 15 cp HEATING and SHEET METAL in spotting fires.
311 -Bottom Si Rho.
The man with Dallas, .Tex., now has 103 pieces
WORK-Freed
Cotham, Maple
37 -Teel •
six
shillings."
keen vision can see about 10 per of radio-equipped fire apparatus.
FOR SALE--Bready garden tractor St. Phone 661.
10 -T9 5.10 truM
M25c
vb
v7
You mielit also sUspicion that
one to another
The association said Highland.
cent farther than the man with
with all attachments. Used. very
II-Command
line which reads:
Park,
Mich.,
and
Miami
Beach.
only
average
83-Land
eyesight
DESTROY
TERMITES.
Wean
This 10
Free Inlittle. Call 90 or 410-J.
5.1
MI3c
52
"Horse, 50 pounds."
45-To seep
.3
reduction
spection. All work guaranteed. percent
in
distance Fla., have the highest paid firemen
te-A.itri 0 WM.
It could be that Washington's
in
the
nation.
In
Highland
FOR SALE-24-inch attic fan, used Reasonable
55
56
Park.
a
might
H,..rlot
mean a 35-per cent increase
ortAn
prices.
References
THURSDAY NIGHT
46- River IA Eneiane
losses really were $209.20. Many's
one summer-208 Elm. Telephone furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0 i nthe size of the fire 'before it suburb of Detroit. the pay ranges
10 Old seeing
the
time
Moe
I.
11.1•••
your
Sr**.
lac.
mutual
maniac
fig-,
pn••
nom
from
$3.851
to
113,818
1166-W.
annually. At
h113p Box 471, Mayfield, Ky.
at 8:00 O'clock
M24p would be spotted by the Just averured he bought a horse without
Miami Beach, firemen are paid a
age man.
.
benefit
FOR SALE-18-foot house trailer, WE SPECIALIZE m COUNTRY
of
riding
it
home.Maybe
A special eyesight test has been beginning salary Of 3.060 and can
George had that 50 pounds. or $200,
sleeps four, ideal for lake. First HAM, steaks, chops and
work up to $3,840.
plate
riding on a dust coated nose.
$275 buys it North 8th St. Phone lunches. All kinds of sandwiches developed for picking Dna spot,
PARIS, TENN.
ters. It does not have the mamilAnd even if hie losses were
1157-M.
M13p Rudy's Restaurant
By OSCAR FRALEY
at a healthy 204, which demonWichita, Kan., chose a novel
if tar "Es" and
other letters on it
Sponsored by V.F.W
strdtes clearly that di can assimi- only the one pound, six shillings..
means of distributing its annual
United Press Sports Writer
FOR SALE - Martins Premium LET JOHNSON APPLIANCE CO. but measures your ability to site
a present day total Of $6.20-it was
late a minus pool on occasion
report
to
citizens.
Advance Seat Sale at
Ethyl. 27 1-2 cents, all tax paid. service your Metal; with genuine a single spot
inch in diameter
a lot of money .for those days.
EW YORK May 13 UP)_CiThe report was included in the
It's the Georges who pay; along
Free one quart Marco Penn Motor Maytag parts Will pick up and on a sheet of white paper seven
tatlon, the Kentucky Derby Winner,
Remember, that was the time
Fry Drug Co.
slick
supplement
sections
both
of
with,
the
Torus. Dicks and Harrys.
Oil with each drain. Buy 4 qta. deliver.
when a dollar went clear across
It very likely to create a minus
Ju7c, inches square If you could see a of the city's Sunday papers.
And
Washingto_roade his contri- the
dot the size of the letters in this
get 5 qts. Popular brand cigarettes.
Ail in the Preakness on S-aurdav
Potomac!
The International City Managers'
bution, although you might say
. _
type at a distance of 72 feet, you,
15c with purchase--Martin' Oil
biit it won't put the Maryland
.
Association said the Wichita reGeorge was lucky. He only dropcould spot a beginning forest fire
Co., 2nd and Main Sts., Murray.
Jockey Club out of business.
Sixteen Green county farmers
:port is the most "original exampt
ped $6.20
more than 15 miles away.'
have divided the cost of a power
Ky.
Jude
Even such an illustrious 'bettor Hisentire
of a current trend toward makink
trip to the races, how- sprayer for putting 2.4-12 on
Far_High Grade
That is, you could if there was municipal reports genuinely in- as George Washington found out
crops.
MAN WANTED for Rawleigh busi-OGIIMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
ever,
set
George
back
a
neat
$318.-- - -- ---- -ness in K. Graves County where not too much haze and if the teresting reviews of local govern- Ion ago that. it costs money to
AINTS, VARNISHES,
-Any type for any purpose. See
40. But he must have been a pretty
consumers received good service. smoke were the right color. Haze ment activities."
the gee gees in the old line
our line betore you make a purand ENAMELS
sharp hand with the pasteboards. P
e
Hustler can expect good profits cuts down greatly on the distance
Most annual city reports have
VIashineton -salvaged $52 , playing
chase. Special discount on home
from start. Write at once Raw- at which you can spot smoke. But been about as readable and
Every item guaranteed
and Ve.
.The father of our country like cards, cutting the cost of his vaenterfreezers-Barnett & Kerley. Phone
r4 .
leigh's. Dept EYE-1090-20'7A, Free- the color of the smoke is impor- taining
as the fine print on a third miety of his children, discovered cation down to $264.40. t
135.
MUM
v
to please
port, Ill, or see M Barnes. R R. 3, tant. too. Dry fuels give off dark- mortgage But Wichita • did away this irrevocable fact
in 1762 when
f
Fortunately for him, he shad _not ell
M13,20,27p er smoke than do most wet fuels. with legal language.
Murray, Ky.
al
I
ATHLETES FOOT GERM
The report he vent to the Maryland.races. Tie become the public
PHONE 1142
figure then
The blue, thin smoke from a dry was made up entirely of news and Maryland Jockey Club, Oldest of
The Immott Moven Co. TI
11
KILL IT* FOR 35e.
HELP WANTED: Salesman for bevthat he WU to be a few years later. .
S
Corner 12th and Poplar
Arne... sOutsrardong A•ritoc,al Lrrnb
grassy hillside has less contrast feature articles, illustrated With its kind in the country, then was
IN ONE HOUR,
Imagine how much more i• would \s„...., KrnolsclocV -$ ilsbIrsh•d (910 0
erage route. See Larry Kerley at
with its background and so is pictures and chartes
N
18 years old. It is still operating, have cost him had
540 So Brook SI - 1....w.4114.24Cy.
If not pleased, your money back. Firestone Store..
M15c
he been famous
.. Wainfiniffar
much
harder
to
see
than
the
white
Ask any druggist for this STRONG
smoke from a moist area.
_fungicide, TE-OL. Made with 90 per
New York State. and eipecially
NANCY
Smashing Success
;gent alcohol. it PENETRATES. Suffolk County on Long Island, is
By Ernie Bushmiller
About four miles can be gained
.-..Reaches
and kills MORE germs ON
•.
in visibility range for white smoke
in
ducks
producer
of
largest
the
Today at Hollandla CONTACT.•
on a day when haze would northe country.
IS DAT
: Hart Drug Co.
CAREFUL -- )IT'S MADE OF
11 JUST,
mally limited vision to about ten
-ANEW
DON'T
PLASTIC-- IT'S
miles. This is accomplished by use
WATCH
04.
VASE,
of a "haze-cutter." Ordinary color4.
0
YEP
DROP IT
UNBREAKABLE
ed filters do little or no good ex:
NANCY?
Ns,
cept to cut down the glare in the
You Can Draw Up To $120.00
observer's eyes, the investigators
found. But the haze-cutter takes
A Month While Attending School!
/
advantage of the fact that light
<3 'es
from
haze
is
popularized
while
Veterans subsistence pay has been increased! Prepare yourwhite smokes give off unpopularself for a job while the Government pays up to $120.00 a month
ized light. The haze-cutter is a
subsistence. It starts the day nu enroll. Enroll now!
V
.
polarizing screen turned so as to
cut off polarized light, thus make
ing the thin blue smoke, which is
PARIS, TENNESSEE
almost ciiimpletelly plane-polarized,
4....
you just use the haze cutter in regir
verse, letting it transmit the polarized light.
I • ...414.•
Other ways in which things
I• Ile, III
PO 00
can be made easier on the eyes of
adi
Uncle Sam's fire spotters include
providing them with goggles that
AbiSIE
SLATS
Nothing Like Being Frank
We now have in our stock of FERMATE, for
cut down the bright light that tires
By Raeburn Van Burew
the
eyes,
painting
the
inside
of
Supply.
Good
CONTROL.
BLUE MOLD
lookout houses white with lower
I'VE SEEN EXPECTING
WHY ARE.
walls and floors a dark color to
EsECAU55 'I WAS I-4APPY WHEN
it i-i
`iCIU TWO WOULD BE PAYING
YOU HERE
cut down contrast with the outI WAS A CARHOPI wAS
VIGORO FERTILIZER
ME A VISIT. WHAT DO YOU
doors, and by using plate glass at
MISERABLE WHEN / WAS A
WANT TO
eye level, slightly tilted to improve
STARLET-AND
GOOD SUPPLY
KNOW
visibility and eliminate glare.
NOW- I'M
HA471"•/
ASPHALT SHINGLES, ROLL ROOFING (Buff
AlbellA1141!

Wanted

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

r.aNN

Fire Fighters
Can Spot Smoke
From 16 Miles

I

Services Offered 1

WRESTLING

City Auditorium

Today's Sports Parade

•

Salesmen Waded

Urban G. Starks

LEGS, ARMS! N'",
•
I

werewwwilms

trfI

GOOD NEWS FOR VETERANS!

14..4

•,

:7)

Toler's Business College

P.

ealis

ATTENTION FARMERS

•

gat

AND

and Red), BRICK SIDING

JONES GENERAL STORE
LYNN GROVE. KY.

AUCTION SALE
THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY will sell 3 Commercial
Recreational Sites located or] Turkey Creek, Big Bear Creek and
Bloocl River Embayments of Kentucky Lake in Trigg, Marshall and
Calloway Counties, Kentucky: also 27 beautiful Home and Farm
sites located along the Access Road between U. S. Highway till and
Kentucky Dam in Marshall County, Kentucky.

JUNE 8, 1948 - 11:00 A. M., C.S.T.
Community Bldg., Kentucky Dam,
Gilbertsville, Ky.
The Commercial Sites will be shown by appointment by calling
T. C. McCarley, TVA Office. Gatlin Bldg.. Murray, Kentucky.
•• Phone 878 TVA Representatives -Will be at the junction of U. S.
Highway 6i1 and the access road all day June 7 ilk the purpose of
showing the Access Road Sites
For further information apply to:
J. W. NEWMAN or L. M. PARRISH
LAND BRANCH, TVA, 202 POST OFFICE BLDG.
SHEFFIELD, ALABAMA - PHONE 2170

Civic News

By ALFRED LEECH
Visited Press Staff Correspondent
'CHICAGO (UM-After his sixth
during the average driver, is a
death menance on the highway,
intoxication tests show.
The American Municipal Assoetatton in a report on such tests
says that six bottles of beer or six
Ounces of whisky are enough ,to
make the average person "definitely , drunk."
That amount, the
association
said, raises the alcohol content of
the average person's blood to _15
per cent.- ...
The aiteociation said its conclusions were derived :rom "drunkometer" tests. The "drtinkometer" is
content of the blood.
a devise tor measuring the hIcohol
An increasing number of cities
use the device in automobile accident casts involving the suspected
use of alcohoLthi; association said
The suspect blows into a rubber
bag. His breath passes through a
series Of tubes containing chemice:its, whose reaction determines
the amount of alcohol in the blood
stream.
The municipal association found
that at least 80 cities in the nation
are using drunkometers
other
devices for settling drunk-driving
charges. Among cities which reeeittry etiolated the devices are

LPL ABNER

The Ancient Narrator ! !

By Al Capp

PORK rs AT THE CROSSROADS,GENTLEMENff THEY'VE

FOS:2 YEARS,
I'VE ENEEN14E
OLD MAN.!"
WORLD'S
YOU'RE ABOuT
LEADING
'TktiOLDEST
PORKOLOGISTLIVE MAN I'VE
- FOR YEARS,
EVER SEENAND YEARS
- NOW-ON
-A/VD YEARS
WITH IT..7
-AND YEARSYES!
. YILVT
YOU'RE AN

GOT OUR RAZORBACKS
AGAINST THE WALL -AND THE
REASON IS -OUR

LACKSTOWIPIF

MY GRANDFATHER TOLD NI F
ABOUT YOUR SENILE RAMBLINGS,
DODDERS\VORTH-BUT, YOU'RE
NOT GOING TO DRIVE MC QUT
OF MY MIND, AS YOU DID HIM!!
GET ON
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.r•
times they worked around the
fly--destroyed his pottery plant,
ers each Most certainly a companytthat statement. Tri the
clock. Believe it or not, just 64
because
uninsured
was
500 which
after the fire the ties; ;tint
22nd issue of that newspaper he that employes fewer than
ii
made days
—4
,.01-144.4, an edtt..riataeasting sa,a14.4 workers eaaaat . b• considered a Scio's poor water supply
began operations.
lesser
a
To
ive.
insurance prohibit
What Lew Reese. his employees
tics and reciting facts that dem- "Big Business." a
been
have
man this wouid
and the townsfulks of Scio did can
To those who claim that. it is n
ately disprove the•charge made by
so to Reese.
, the Communists .and Left-Wingers longer possible to launch a new knock-out blow—but no
be done in every city and in every
ALL HANDS'COOPERATE
were still smould
ss completely mon- tmbusiness unless one has unlimited While the ruins
y in America Reese had in„Busine
Big
Industr
that
Peck
Caairge
ering he announced, "We'll build dicated he was the, right kind of
opolizes thetausmess and industrial capital, let me refer them to the
.tter_t_han ever before."
a,..rocara arraa.ta_i_..paotrad_aaio. armigis, -424._.-A.a.aaSIC.2—
an employer; his einDloYeel_real:
taruted . States- laepar
had been • OA employer. iced this and had produced at a
Reese
that
learn
will
out
they
There
pointed
merce
;hat small business and big bust- , )
.1sts.
or instance.
out $705,- high rata.. thus earning bantises;
Dm4 are not enemies that In reality, that the most recent census of since V-illiDay sonic 1.200.000 new During 1946 he had paid
his employees, and the townspeopl
had benethey are partners, gnd that ne:thar manufacturers shows that 645 firms have beep started in Ameri- 000 in bonuses to..
had ear- fited because of these amicable recould survive without the other. 1 percent of all wage earners in ca; that 95 percent of these havi and before the fire he
. The editor of .the Coatesville manujacturing are employed by been concerns with fewer than 8 marked $400.000 for 1947 bonuses lations When disaster hit, all three
tenths Now of course, there could be no partners took off their coats and
tPenna
agreos employers of fewer than 500 work- employees; and only two
RecYrd nprarei
ees made no atoll to work to repair the damage.
of one- per cent had more than bonuses. The -employ
to Thutwould not have happened had
50 employes These facts definitely complaint: some even offered
the
Reese and his employees been at
prove that the little fellow still throw their pay checks into
The boss Was a each other's throats.
has the opportunity to get into rebuilding fund
when all
nerous guy when he had ii"
Miracles _ transpire
business for himself.
stuck to their hands cooperate.
and
said
workers
the
and
told
The Coatesville editor also
the story of Lew Reese' of Selo, • lobs.
The community also reinembered
Ohio. a small businessman; who
town.
ass given an opportuntiy to prove what Reese had done for the
persuaded
Mrs. Dottie Garner spent Tues:n spectacular fashion that there A delegation of cit.zens
furnish Quonset day with Mrs. Velda Alton and
are still new frontiers in America , steel concerns to
a railroad to daughter.
When due to the depression Scala's' b,uitdings. induced
siding.
Reese's
to
on
freight
Mrs. Gilbert Sanders and daughshunt
1.2001
from
fallen
had
population,
tn- ter, Louise shipped
in Murray,
debris,,
d
shovele
r
Ministe
a
potteryiThe
to 400. Reese started
s wheethar- Thursday.
plant there It was not the most te the saloon-keeper'
u'.
were clean
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton
propitious time to launch an in- row, as the ruins
the roof to and son visited Mr. and Mrs. E.
dustry. but Reese had the courage The banker climbed
children Sunweld steel sheets. Women's clubs D. Winchester and
to take the plunge.
s fur the workers. day.
canteen
un
set
went
For several years t,hings
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Jackson and
Young girls piloted wheelbarrows.
along race!y_ for Reese. his emnot even stop on.Christ, son were Sunday visitors of Mr.,
dtd
They
ployees and the -nommunify
mas or New Year's --in fat, some- and Mrs Lee Garner.
last December when fire completeMr and Mrs Eugene Chaney,
Elm Grove community, were weekend visitors of her parents Mr
and Mrs. Gilbert Sanders.
Mrs Naylor Clayton is visiting i
her mother Mrs. Louis Lamb and ,
Mr lamb of Coldwater. Ky.
'AUDREY
Mr. Chalmus Clayton has the
concrete poured for the foundation
for his new house.
HERBERT
Mrs. Rexie Davenport and daughter of Hazel were Monday visitors
with Mrs. Ora Lamb and Mrs. Lou
;
.1
11
:
*0.e.rar
Housden. Mrs. Housden is not so
well this week
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Alton and
children spent Sunday afternoon
Dorothy PATRICK
with Mr. and Mrs. Leland Alton.
Hazel, Route.3 —Brownie
WARNER • Warner ANDERSON
•
•
Cool
tugs
ond
SOSPIM
4•41 Pay by SPCNEY
,
54
Illt.o.ARDT
POOPIE • 041111141d bb Com.
N\ 1th

T E
NElliti -W11.
1 AI

THURSDAY

tini

VARSITY

Fmay

Buchanan News

e;CIEt.sk4ev

HIGH WALL!

ROBERT

FRIDAY
and Saturday

CAPITOL

TOTTER
MARSHALL

ROSCOE LIES
SHIRLEY PATTERSON

4.

ADDED FEATURETTE

LEE BENNETT

SUN.

aj

C4BEM

and
MON.

RODUCED BY
HE ACADEMY OF MOTION
ICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCES
• RPO.1

stirring TOM

CONWAY
P

situation is growing worse each
159 years—
last
year. "In the
especially in the last 106 years—
half or more of our American
farmlands :have been damaged,
chiefly by erosion," he said.
"Originally the topsoil in this
country was nine inches deep. Now
it is about six jnches deep," he ad-

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes tq The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

y A,444 S MAK wed bIADIKAP

P

Says Starvation Threatens World
Unless Loss of Soil Is Prevented

4

"It will do no harm at this critiBy JAMES J. MURPHY
period in our history." he det
cal
ponden
C
Staff
United Press
ourselves if the
SAN FRANCISCO (UP) — The clared, "to ask
feed the 2.000,000.000
chief of the United States govern- world could
have in an- ded.
ment soil conservation service be- more people it will
at the present rate
About 480.000.000 acres of croplieves the United States—and the other 10 years
literally of increase."
beg in
world — will
land is left, almost all of it subErosion. Bennett pointed out. al- ject to erosion, • flood, and windto starve to death within 100 !.'ears
the top world
storm. The pOpulation is expected
unfelt' human beings take better leady ranks aipong
causes of malnutrition. hunger and to continue increasing, creating a
care of their soil.
of
demand for 8.000.000 new acres
Dr thigh H. Bennett, soil con- famine.
Japan. among other nations, is land every year.
servation director, told a luncheon
dire stalls the
rate
here -that only about 4.000.000.000 already in the
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